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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
BLCX HIGHER EDUCATION AND

RILACX COLLEGES AND um-mar:Es
wasemoce, D.C. 20202

September 2, 1982

The Honorable T. H. Bell
Secretary

U. S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This 'eport summarizes the work of the National Advisory Committee on Black
Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities over almost five years and
represents the final work of this Committee as a group. It is a sobering report
on the lack of continued progress for Blacks in Higher Education.

The fifteen years since 1967 have shown some dramatic changes in the absolute
number of black Americans enrolled in higher education. The enrollment bulges
have been primarily in thliTinf two years of college and dominated by a
disproportionate black enrollment in two-year colleges versus four-year compared
to white Americans.

The first five years, 1967-1972: undergraduate, graduate and professional school
enrollment showed dramatic gains. By 1972, however, progress in closing the gaps
between whites and blacks in graduate and professional schools had already begun
to slow down and disappear.

The second five years, 1973-1978: undergraduate enrollment continued to advance
but was dominated by a disproportionate enrollment of blacks in two-year
colleges. A majority of blacks in college (65%) were enrolled as freshmen in
two-year colleges compared to 35% of whites. These patterns resulted in no
closing of the gaps between whites and blacks with four or more years of college
despite some relative progress for blacks. Graduate and professional school
enrollment and graduation progress went into decline both in enrollment patterns
and in graduation rates.

The third five years, 1979 to present: undergraduate enrollment trends for black
Americans have stalled at two to four percentage points below equity levels of 13
to 14% in enrollment. Year to year patterns show a tendency to go up and down
indicating a weakness in enrollment patterns. A major problem exists in graduate
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school enrollment and graduation rates; they are in decline Professional

schools such as law. and medicine have had to make extraordinary ;Worts to avoid

an erosion of both thetabsolute numbers of blacks enrolled as well as a decline in

the percentage enrolled.

The fifteen years since 1967 show a pattern- that has intensified in the last five
years. First, there was a period of rapid expansion of blacks enrolled in
college. This rapid expansion at all levels lasted only about five years out of
1972 and 1973. The second five years saw continued enrollment gains at the
undergraduate level, but dominated by a disproportionate black enrollment in two -
year colleges. Graduate and professional school enrollment increases stalled as
early as 1973-74 and have not moved upward since that time.

At its final meeting the =sabers decided to submit to you a compilation of all of
the hundreds of recommendations made during the life. of the Ccomittee and to
easplumize those which it beileves are the most crucial in achieving equity for
black Americans in higher education and for the continued enhancement of .the
historically Black colleges and universities.

1a the Comeitteeit first Annual Report, Hi- Education E.ati The Crisis of
Appearance Versus Reality, we noted that,-Wiimit-iViaay appear
that Mot American& have achieved equity in access to higher education, whereas
iw reality this was not the case. This illusion of the status of equity tends to
hamper further efforts. Hence, this report, entitled, Hi Education Equity:

--""7-,Theralsirof. ance.Versus Reality vOtiit to continue to
OCUS an goals egnu sy. we strongly advocate the

establishment of a special advisory group which would continue to monitor
national trends and which would have a high sensitivity to the real issues of
equity. Our smeary statement at the end of this report contains some advice to
such a group.

We have appreciated the opportunity to render advice to the chief Federal
education official and for the chance to focus national attention on the status
of postsecondary education as it relates to black Americans and to the subset of
institutions which continue to play an important role in educating black
Americans the Slack college.

Sincerely yours,

Elias Slake, Jr.
Chair
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I. INTRODUCTION

This final report of the National Advisory Committee on Black Hfgh,...r Education

and Black Colleges and Universities represents the culmination of nearly five

years of examination of the full' spectrum of the higher education of Black

Americans and the historically Black colleges and universities and provides a

summary of the recommendations and counsel to the Secretary and the Assistant

Secretary for Postsecondary Education over this period. At its final meeting,

the last sitting Committee reviewed the several hundred recommendations issued

during its existence and felt that they are still relevant, despite the fact that

some of the recommendations were issued by the previous membership. In addition,

the Committee deemed it important to extract from this summary several issues

which are seminal for the achievement of equity so as to highlight them and to

assure their attention. These issues relate to student financial assistance;

factors associated with admission, recruitment, retention and completion of

academic credentials; the most successful targeted programs; the President's

Executive Order on the Historically Black Colleges and Universities and the

private sector; and the Adams desegregation case. In addition, the Committee

leaves some unfinished business and.therefore this report also contains some

counsel for any successor committee which may be concerned with these issues in

the future.

The National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and

Universities was chartered in December 1976, during the administration of

President Gerald R. Ford, for a period of two years, but continued until June 30,

1982 with several renewals. The first meeting was convened in September 1977.

The Charter was originally renewed because of difficulties in obtaining resources

2



commensurate with its assigned functions. The Charter was extended three times

(once for an additional year to December 22, 1979; then for six months to June 30,

1980; and again for two years to June 30, 1982) to allow far a mire appropriate

time span to respond to the extensive functions outlined in the Charter.

Although the Charter underwent several minor changes over the years,. the

Committee's overall charge remained the same, i.e., to examine all approaches to

the higher education of Slack Americans as well as the needs of the historically

Slack colleges and universities (HSC's) and to make reccomendations in 12

specific areas (See Charter functions in Appendix E).

The Committee's diagnoses of barriers associated with the achieveing of equity

have stood., The analyses of the current status of Black higher education and the

accoepanying problems filled a. void at the Federal level since no other office or

agency was addressing these. concerns.

It is highly recommended that the Secretary and the Assistant Secretary for

Postsecondary Education refer to the Committee's many individual detailed

reports and studies for a more indepth rationale for each of the recommendations.

411
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II. THE COMMITTEE

Background

The establishment of the National Advisory Committee on Black Higher ECucation

and Black Colleges and Universities was not a unique act. The use of Federal

advisory committees dates back to the early days of the Nation as a means to

heighten citizenship involvement. In more recent years efforts have been made to

involve those members of society deemed as less advantaged as a means of giving

them a voice in deciding the best course to ameliorate their condition. The

establishment of this Committee, therefore, was consistent with the general

practice of the Federal Government seeking the advice and recommendations of

persons with expertise in specific areas in order to effectively administer

------Federalprograesvis-a-vis- BlackAmericans in higher education and the

historically Black colleges and universities (HBC's).

The establishment of this Committee was the culmination of long advocacy by

persons interested in achieving equity in higher education for Black Americans

and the NBC's. A debt of gratitude is owed to those who labored long for such a

committee as well as to the exemplary efforts of Dr. Joffre T. Whisenton, who as

Special Assistant to former Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare David

Mathews, was influential in creating the climate for the issuing of the first

Charter,' and to the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher

Education (NAFEO), who proposed to Secretary Mathews a radical new partnership

between the Federal Government and the HBC's. It is as true today as when th)s

partnership was proposed that system supports needed to effect such a

relationship on an equitable basis are not in place. An adequate research base,

a well defined policy toward Black higher education, a sensitive policymaking and

4



program planning process, a much expanded scholarship and research program by

Blacks on issues impacting the problems of Black ,people, a systematized and

meaningfully highlighted evaluation and monitoring of improvements in the

edLcation of Blacks, a sensitive and meaningful private sector involvement in

developments in Improving the higher education of Blacks, and a sensitive public

sector effort designed to advance the higher education of Blacks (including

policy and programs) are the needed structures to accommodate the goals of equity

and to create a viable partnership. (Each of these structures is discussed in

detail in a Cannittee report entitled Needed Systems Supports far Achievins

Higher-_Education Equity for Black Americans.)

The Consittee has worked diligently to define the way in which the progress of

Slack Americans in higher education should be reviewed. It has highlighted

improvement in the college attendance rates of Blacks while also exhibiting

strong concern that significant cuts Is student financial aid and targeticr

progress could halt or even reverse this trend. It has thoroughly outlined the

strengths, accanplishments and contributions of the NBC's, but with exactitude

and precision noted the things that must be done to preserve and enhance this

unique component of the Nation's diverse system of higher education.

r'b

The complex problems generally facing higher education today are compounded for

Black Americans and the RSCis. There are problems inherent In the history of

Black Americans which require a level of sensitivity in the initiation of

solutions and there Is no precedent that these problems will work themselves out.

Hence, the Committee is eheniMaus_in the belief that since the Federal Gavernment

has provided the impetus for many improvements in the condition of Blacks in the

!0.0-***
Jn
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Nation, tee fulfillment of the needs and expectations of Blacks in higher

educatton requires continued, significant input from the Federal Government.

Further, it is the Committee's belief that some paths be plotted that the Federal

Government, the several States, educational Associations end the private sector

might utilize as a general guide for achieving equity and the enhancement of the

historically Black colleges and universities. It is within this frame of

reference that the Committee's recommendations are offered.

Committee Membership

The Committee's Charter called for a membership of IS individuals c6nversant with

the higher educatton of Blacks, the historically Blcck colleges and universities,

and/or the public policymaking process. At least five were to be presidents of

slack, colleges and at least one was--to---bedrawn--from-- the business- sector.

Individuals were appointed by the Secretary of Education for terms not to exceed

three years. When the Charter was renewed, first until December 22, 1979, and

then until June 30, 1980, the originally selected Committee was reappointed

almost intact. When the Charter was again extended, this time to June 30, 1982,

then-Secretary of Education Hufstedler appointed a new Committee, retaining the

services of five of the original body.

Each Secretary selected a slate of members from nominations submitted by a number

of notable individuals and organizations. In making the selections,

consideration was given to those qualifications mandated by the Charter as well

as such factors as races sex, geographical location, and type of institution with

which associaled.

6
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The Committee operated under thechaireenship of Dr. Elias Blake, Jr., from its

inception to the demiselof the Charter. In every instance, it was comprised of

distinguished individuals from the business and educational comiunity. A well -

rounded ccoOttee the tubers' educational training covered such fields as

education, mathematics, science, philosophy, politics, history and law. All have

been or are currently in leadership positions in their respective organizations

and institutions. In addition to those who served as either college presidents

or State university chancellors (five fts historically Black colleges) others

were from educational associations or foundations and represented the full

spectrum of postsecondary institutions. Several rase in the private practice of

law. All have considerabk ftiperience serving on professional boards and

committees and collectively displayed extensive knowledge of higher educaon,

Slack. colleges, and universities, and the omens of Blacks in postsecondary

edueatloin. A list of all persons who served on the Committee since its formation

Is provided in Appendix A.

Purpose and Functions

The Secretary of Education has the responsibility (held by the Secretary of

Health, Education and Welfare until May 1980) for the administration of various

higher education and civil rights prosrams mandated by statutes. Administration

of these programs involves e setting of priorities and an understanding of

interlocking social, political, and econtric conplexities affecting not only the

general population, but particular segments of society. Thus, the Secretary, as

well as the Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education, requires the advice

and recommendations of persons knowledgeable of the impact of the mandated

programs on the higher education of Slack Americans in order to effectively carry

1 I 9 7-71
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out the responsibilities of the office. It is for this reason that the National

Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities

was established to examine all approaches to the higher eduEation of Black

Americans, as well as the needs of the historically Black colleges and

universities, and to provide advice to the Secretary and the Assistant Secretary

for Postsecondary Education. In particular, the Committee advised and made

recommendations in the following areas:

"(1) in the identification of the several courses of action to raise
substantially the participation of blacks in all forms of
productive postsecondary education;

(2) in the development of alternatives sensitive to the special
needs, deprivations, and aspirations of black youths;

(3) in the analysis of and planning for the future role and healthy
development of the historically black colleges and their
relationship to expanding the numbers of blacks enrolled in higher
education nationally and regionally;

(4) in the development of a research base to support the definition
of equity, the exprision of existing research, and the
commissioning of original empirical research;

(5) in the stimulation and encouragement of more scholarship and
research by blacks on questions of public policy relating to the
educational needs of blacks and the promotion of these results at
the Federal, regional, and State levels;

(5) in the' evaluation and monitoring of the impact of Federal,
regional, or State efforts in the public and private sectors in
improving the status of blacks in higher education;

(7) in the evaluation and monitorlqg of current and developing
Federal, regional, or State policies designed to equalize
educational opportunities for blacks and improve access for larger
numbers of blacks in higher education;

(8) in the development of approaches to the financing of the
neediest, students and the institutions with the heaviest
,zoncentration of blacks;

(9) in the development of means to increase access, retention, and
graduation of blacks from institutions of higher education;

8
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"(10) in the development of alternative ways of increasing the

numbers of blacks entering and completing graduate and professional

degree programs;

(II) in recommending a twenty-five year plan for increasing the

qualityeblack higher education and the numbers of blaciAmericans

able tar participate more fully in American society because they have

successfully completed such education;

(127 in the assessment of the resultant implementation of policy

decitions and recommendations."

Summary of Activities

Since September 1977 the Committee has convened 22 meetings. Although the vast

majority of these meetings were held in Washington, MO g seven were held on the

campuses of historically Slack colleges and universities (including two at Howard

University In Washington, D.C.). These meetings provided opportunities for the

Committee members to review commissioned reports on the status of Blacks in

highereducatiorrand the historically Black colleges and universities, to discuss

trends, to request additional work of thestaff, and to reach consensus on

recommendations to the Secretary and the Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary

Education. The meetings also provided a forum for the community to express its

concerns.

The Committee undertook its charge seriously by planning for the production of

research reports and data analyses so that each recommendation could be

substantiated. From its 'inception it was the intention of the members to become

more than a discussion group. Therefore, It developed a Plan of Action, engaged

in substantive activities and called upon the expertise and advice of well known

administrators, faculty and researchers prior to issuing its recommendations.

Ongoing and proposed Department policies and plans, program regulations and

legislative initiatives were reviewed to determine their potential and actual

9 14
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impact on equity for Black Americans and the MSC's. Although the vast majority

of the recommendations were contained in the Committee's formal reports, many

were forwarded via correspondence as the occasion required.

The Committee was also concerned with the progress in carrying out the court

order under Adams and generated support for the various Presidential Directives

and Executive Orders on the HBC's.

In all, the Committee issued 10 detailed research reports, 5 substantive annual

reports, 11 Fact Sheets, commissioned 1g studies and submitted over 200 distinct

recommendations. Despite the intermittent problems with securing personnel and

financial resources, its record stands as one to be emulated by other similarly

established advisory groups. The recommendations ranged from achieving initial

access of Black Americans to higher education to completion of the terminal

degree, from areas related to high school counseling to the need for Black

faculty and administrators, from data collectioh to policy implementation and

from general legislative initiatives to specific targeted programs.

Although a composite summary of all of the recommendations is provided in

Appendix C, the Committee deemed it necessary to highlight some of the most

important recommendations in this report. Hence, in the following section

several ce the more urgent issues are reviewed and recommendations are provided

to reinforce and to reiterate their importance to achieving equity for Black

Americans in higher education and the enhancement of the HBC's.

10
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III. FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and

Universities has provided 414r-reaching advice on a number of significant issues

on every aspect of the education of Black Americas and the Black colleges and

universities. In terminating its responsibility as a result of the ending of its

Charter, the Committee has summarized the major concerns and recommendations

which it has 'produced over the.past almost five years. The purpose of thir

document is to provide that summary in a concise and helpful format such that ic

will be useful to those interested lathe f..-ture of the higher education of Black

Americans and the historically Black colleges and universities (HBC). Y

The recommendation are, as a result, related In two parts. This section

highlights the major aue most significant issues about which the Committee is

concernect..Thi-seFonirpart:Tikitteil.t&A;ipettdfIC:proVfdes-thecomPlate lilting

of every recommendation which the Committee made during its life and is the basis

on which this section is constructed.

This section contains a general statement reflecting the Committee's concern

about the changing mood in America toward the social, economic and educational

needs of Black Americans and expresses the Committee's unequivocal belief in the

need for a. strorg continued Federal role as advocate and ally in the pursuit of

equity. Second, it discusses and makes recomandations on the major issues which

have the greatest potential for impact on the future of Bieck Higher Education.

It The Committee arrived at the following definition of an HBC -- Historically

Black colleges are institutions that were founded primarily for Black

Americans, although their charters were, in- most instances, not exclusionary.

These are institutions serving or identified with service to Black Americans

for at least two decades, with mast being 50 to 100 years old.

- r
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These issues are:

4

o Student Financial Aid as it affects access and equity

o Blacks in the Education Pipeline - including rates of admission,
retention and graduation

o Role of Targeted Educational Opportunity Programs in achieving
equity

The President's Executive Order, the White House Initiative
Office, and the private sector initiative as facilitators in
enhancing the historically Slack colleges and universities

o 'The Adams case and desegregation of higher education, and
finafTT:

o Some counsel for any successor advisory committee

Each issue is set out descriptively, followed by background information and the

Committee's recommendation(s).

General Background Statement

Slavery and involuntary servitude o: the magnitude and intent practiced upon

Slack Americans has no parallel in our era. The implications of a system which

compelled an entire race to submerge, practically to extinction, its natural

urges for freedom and self-reliance, Still, even today, affect the social,

political, economic and educational life of Black Americans. Since its insidious

introduction to America, the system of racial repression has been a curtain

behind which America has indulged its most base and denigrating practices. There

are still a few Americans who view major improvements in life for Slack Americans

as retrogression.

Black Americans still find themselves fighting to become a part of this society.

It ha.: been a fight which has been made easier and somewhat successful over the

past IS years because of the alliance and advocacy of the Federal Government.

12
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The prospects of a retreat in this necessary Federal role is at least

disconcerting, and at most unconstitutional.

Black Americans have made advances in most areas of the social, economic,

political and educational life of this country. This in no way suggests the

completion of a goal of equity for Blacks in these areas. Blacki still earn only

about half of the median income of whites._ Still, disproportionately fewer

Blacks are involved in any form of schooling. But the fact remains that since the

1970's, during the period when civil rights advocacy and effectiveness of

affirmative action were at their zenith, median incomes for Blacks did increase

at a faster rate than did the population as a whole and the rate of graduation

from high school and college for Blacks showed a notable increase.

Without the influence and intercession of the Federal Government, it is unlikely

that these changes would have taken place. The Federal Soverment through the

Executive* Legislative and most particularly, the Judicial branch, has been the

chief advocate of the rights of Black Americans and assurer of their basic rights

as specified by the Constitution.

It is inconceivable that any consideration would be given to a decision to remove

the Federal Government from its facilitating role. The 1970's were the beginning

of a positive era In Federal assumption of responsibility for assisting Black

Americans in upholding the Constitution as it affects Black Americans. It is the

failure of the Federal Government historically to properly enforce the

Constitution that gives rise to the-unfinished business of equity which the

Nation faces today.

13
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The basic question is one of constitutional responsibility. What cannot be

questioned is the fact that the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments,

which clearly delineate the rights of the newly freed slaves, were adopted. Each

one of these Amendments states explicitly that Congress will enforce it with

appropriate legislation, by implication prescribing a constitutional mandate for

the National Government to ensure the rights and privileges articulated therein.

It is these constitutional amendments with the gloss and temperance of civil

rights legislation in the era of the 19:00's and 1960's that make clear the

Federal role, obligation and responsibility in this domain.

Thus, even if there are limited concessions which can be made to a Federal

withdrawal from responsibility in some areas, the Federal Government cannot

withdraw from its obligation to do justice to Blacks because there are three

----c ening constitutional amendments which cannot be ignored.-

Nevertheless, when President Reagan told the delegates to the 1981 NAACP national

convention to *hitch your horse to a new wagon,' he was in effect summarizing the

shift in the national role of the Federal Government. The current Administration

has set out to redefine the authority and jurisdiction of the Washington

establishment. For America's Black citizens, this philosophical transition

portends enormous adverse consequences. The historic posture of the Federal

Government as a guarantor of the social, political, and economic rights of Black

Americans remains no less critical today to the continued advancement of racial

justice in this country,

in education, the Federal role has been dramatic, clear, and unequivocal. During

the last twenty -fi -1 years the Federal record in education stands as le of the

most significant acnievements in America. In fact, the strides in Black

14
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educational advancement have fostered a national sense 3f constant upward

movement in all areas, and have belied the very real decline in general

socioeconomic progress for Blacks. Equity in education at all levels is the

be6ock.'Ifthisdoes not exist, then it is,impossible to achieve equity in other

areas, such as employment and housing.

The positive i -act of Title I on the Nation's elementary and secondary schools

is now an established fact. The TRIO programs have proven highly effective in

assisting disadvantaged students in gaining access to and succeeding in higher

education. With the rise. it: Federal student financial aid, Black enrollment has

tripled and, for the first time, the proportion of Black undergraduates is

apiroaching that. of Blacks among the college-going 4ge group. The common

denominator in this progress is the Federal Government's acceptance of Its

responsibility to prpmate equity in education.

Student financial assistance Is the principal Federal vehicle to advance equality

. of opportunity In higher education. As such, Washington serves as a prime mover

in facilitating the advancement of Black educational attainment. Lest it be

confuetd as discretionary, the Committee emphasizes that this commitment

emanates from the Federal Government's. Constitutional obli ation to act as

guarantor of the rights of Blacklemerica.

Progress in education has been achieved by the Federal Goverment exercising its

responsibility to fulfill the promise of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and

Fifteenth Amendments which were written specifically to provide equal protection

for Blacks by eradicating the vestiges of slavery and overcoming past injustice.

Student financial assistance has clearly- proven. productive in reversing racial
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discrimination in higher education and stands as conclusive evidence that the

Federal influence can be overwhelmingly positive in promoting equal opportunity.

Ia higher education, as well as civil rights, progress for Blacks remains

critically dependent on the force of Federal determination. The dominant theme

in all the Committee research indicates that when the Federal resolve remains

firm, i.e., in undergraduate education, Black achievement continues to advance.

When that role becomes diminished or ambivalent, i.e., at the graduate and

professional levels, progress halts and actual decline ensues. History provides

a clear parallel to this phenomena. Under the protection of the Federal

Government, Blacks won and used the right to vote in the years immediately

following the Civil War. In the 1870's and 1880's, the Federal Government

weakened In its resolve, withdrew its commitment, and left the matter up to the

States. As a result, the Black franchise in the South was lost for almost a

iesiturY not.fo-be. iegainid until 1965. The Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and

Fifteenth Amendments were clear in their intent to make former slaves citizens in

all respects. The Federal Government then must not only serve as guarantor of

those rights but as a forceful guarantor. Equal protection carries with it

Constitutional authority to be fashioned so that racial Justice is ensured. The

Federal Government cannot ignore it, cannot diminish it, cannot turn it over to

the States. No American leader can soften leadership on this bedrock issue of

raeal justice and not have Black America feel the negative shock waves.

Many of the changes proposed by the Administration, will alter the Federal role

in education, and this represents a fundamental lack of understanding of the

plight of Black families. With median family incomes of Blacks in 1981 just 56

r
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percent of whitesZr Black Americans have no hope of seeing
their children attend

college without the Federal help that is promised by the Constitutional mandate

to ensure full rights of citizenship. Affirmative action is undbr serious.fire;

the Justice Department is backing off from vigorous school desegregation; and the

!,

Labor Oepartmot. has slackened the guidelines under which the monitoring of

Federal contracts takes place.

The shock waves of fear from Black parents who know that the cumulative effect of

reduced PELL Grants, less direct-loan dollars, the loss of food stamp and social

security benefits, and the lower availability of guarantied loan money will be to

shut Off the prospects of college for a host of Black youth. The recision of

mielnistrative allowances for loans and other aid, and the cutbacks in support

for arts and humanities will strike devastating blows to historically Black

.

colleges and other institutions which enroll substantial numbers of students on

financial aid at a time when more efforts should tie made in these areas.

These changes threaten to bring the current focus of student financial assistance

to a halt. There is ro evidence that the States or any other segment in society

will assume the responsibility for replacing the funds the Federal Government is

withdrawing. Most Black families with one or more children in college are

already making sacrifices of a magnitude unknown to more solidly 'financially able

.

middle-class feel lfes.

2/' U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-60, No.134,

Hone Income and Pov Statu of Families and Persons in the United States:

P.
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Many of these college students will choose not to ask their struggling families

for even greater sacrifices. They will not go to college or they will drop out

into an economy already straining in its capacity to produce entry level jobs for

uneducated or undertrained youth. The resultant unemployment of prospective

students will create new demands on social programs already slated to be reduced

and will deny the Government the tax revenues which college graduates provide.

As was the case with the franchise when the Federal Government reduced its role,

so will be the impact of the sharp drop in funds available for financing

postsecondary education. Progress already gained will be threatened and the

likelihood of regression comes to the fore. For every substantial cut, the

social cost will be enormous because many poor students will not be able to

continue their education and thereby realize their potential to be successful,

productive contributors to the economy.

Recent outbreaks Of_vtolaPdaAirected at Blacks and increased activities of hate

groups, such as the Ku Klux Klan, are having tremendous impact in the Black

community. When these events are coupled with the Administration's budget

cutting proposals in education and social services, it should come as no surprise

that Wrack America suffers a heightened sense of fear and anxiety. There is no

legitimate philosophical view of the role of the Federal Government that can

permit the diminishing or withdrawal of its special historic cannitment to Black

citizens.

This Adminnstration must be aware of its duty to speak to the issue of racial

equity and must articulate a forcefully stated exception in specific racial terms

to this new philosophy of a diminished Federal authority. The Constitution

demands that social justice be maintained and pursued. If that pursuit is

reduced or shifted to other levels, it marks a return to a period of history
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noticeable for the lack of protection, disregard of the physical safety, and the

absence of an equitable chanre of upward mobility for many Black youth. If

Federal programs to meet that solemn and historic responsibility arcs allowed to

wither, the =sequence will be the erosion of the most fundamental precept in

American life: that no man or Irmlan have an' artificial impediments to his or her

chances of education, ;mirk, and a freely chosen place to live. The Federal rota

in education is good for America as a world leader and it is good for its

relationship with that majority of our planet which is nonwhite. Racial justice

is an historic National issue, the commitment to which cannot be abdicated.

Student Financial Assistance

The need for student financial assistance runs deep for all economically

disadi;antmed students regardless of racial or ethnic status, but especially is

------------this:the-case4or-Slack-Alev4canswho.hawa.itigher..proportion-of-its-population--

so classified. Mot it Is politically wise and naturally ethical that all

citizens have aright.to that fame of education which they are capable to pursue,

it is essential that special attention be given to the group with the greatest

need. The gains that have been made In the enrollment of Blacks in higher

education are directly keyed to the area of student financial assistaace. In the

years ahead, with general declines expected in higher education enrollments and

with escalating costs for tuition and other expenses, the Federal student

financial assistance-pros:am will be paramount in assisting Black students in

pursuit of higher education opportunities.

19
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Recommendations

1. That Federal student assistance programs better address the

higher education needs of the lowest income groups in this

country.

2. That institutifmt .' higher education improve the packaging of

financial at avl. Astitute a more relevant needs analysis

Mimi for aically and educationally disadvantaged

students.

3. That Slack students be given greater access to all sources of

funding, especialTy research and teaching assistanships, and

be provided with additional funding for graduate and

professional school programs.

4. That graduate and professional school fellowships for Black

students (including the Graduate and Professional Opportunities
Progrea) continue to be targeted in fields where Blacks are
severely underrepresented.

S. That Pet! Grants and Supplemental Educational Opportunity

.. Grants be retained as a major part of any viable Student
Financial Assistance program for tow...income/Black students.
IlteGuaranteed Student Loan Procrae and National Direct Student
Limas should not be the basic assistance programs for the poor.

provide advance information to
Siadk students on the' extent of loan repayment costs after
graduation.

?feat interest on loans not begin until the student leaves

school. .

8. That GSL costs be controlled by an income cap and a needs
analysis that realistically determines unmet financial needs of

families at or above the income cap.

C
'1

01111

Partici ation of Black Americans in the Pi eline

The attrition retire Black students as they move through the education pipeline

is : major obswerein the improvement of the overall level of education of Black

Americans. It is estimated that 12 percent of Slack Americans who enter formal

education complete college and only 4 percent go on to =oleo graduate school

(fit both instances these rates are about half those for whites, 23 and 8,
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During the latter part of-the last decade, the number of poor Black families

increased and in 1981, 34.2 percent of the Black population was below the poverty

level. According to the U.S. 7ureau of the Census, Black median income was

i13,256 as compared with $23,517 for whites.

Blacks are disproportionately represented at the lower income levels. In 1980,

41 percent of the Black families fell in the bottom fifth of the population in

terms of income while the highest fifth was 95 percent whitel/However, the
IMO

median income of college-educated Blacks is more closely akin to that of their

white counterparts. Education, therefore, is one of the best means for

increasing the economic upward mobility of the Black population. Over the last

fifteen years, Federal student financial assistance programs have provided a

means by which students from the.Iower economic levels have been able to enroll

in higher education. In 1980, 55 percent of the (mostly Black) freshmen at the
, o-.-

historically Black colleges and universities (NBC's), compared to 14 percent of

freshmen at all four-year colleges, came from families whose annual income was

less than $10,000. They were able to enroll in college with student financial

assistance.

At the graduate and professiona14school levels, Blacks rely more heavily on their

own personal earnings, savings and loans than the majority group or nonresident

aliens to complete grapete school. Thus: they are often forced to engage in

part -time rather than full -time study, complete 'their training with a

disproportionately higher loan burden and take a longer length of time to

complete their requirements.

3/ U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current copulation Reports, Series P-60, No.127,

Tables 4 and S. As cited in undated News Release issued by the Leadership

Conference on Civil Rights (around 05/04/82).
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respectively) 4! This iu a tremendous loss of talent and potential contributors

to American Society. The disproportionately higher losses occur in secondary

school, in the. transition from high school to college and then escalate for

successive higher training levels. The Ford Foundation's Commission on the

Higher Education of Minorities estimated that 2B percent of all Black students

are lost before high school graduationEln 1980 Blacks, represented 13.5 percent

of the college age population; 69..; percent of Black 18-24 year-olds were high

school graduates (82.5 for the white population; and the Black representation of

the total number of academic degrees awarded showed the following downward

progression through the pipeline -- 9.1 percent of the Associate degrees, 6.5

percent of. the Bachelors, 6.4 percent of the Masters, 3.9 percent of the

Doctorates and 4.1 percent of the first professional degrees). The proportions

are even more dismal when examined for specific disciplines, especially in the

high growth areas of the physical sciences and engineering.

For some time now, the Committee has sought to call attention to.the decline in

the number of Black students in advanced education. Confronted by the threat of

an imminent crisis in graduate education as a whole, the higher education

community has begun to explore' various alternatives to bring renewed force to its

commitment to equity in advanced education. With this in mind, the Committee

urges once again that both the numbers and proportions of Blacks across the broad

range of graduate and professional education must be increased. The time has

come to understand that equity is not merely a concession to those who have

'historically been denied the chance to take part. Rather, it stands as a viable

strategy to ensure that America's most treasured resource, thAapabilities of

1/ Higher Education Research Institute, Inc., Los Angeles, Ca. Final Report of

the Commission on the Higher Education of Minorities, p. 14.

Ibid, p. 15.

.
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its people, is not squandered. Educational equity, in short, is a National

investment.

- Several factors are major contributors to the higher attrition rate and skewed

fcademic. field selection for Bled: students: inferior elementary and secondary

education, Inadequate counseling, inappropriate
utilization of standardized

tests, .

Inadequate articulation between 2-year and 4-year colleges, lack of

financial aid and fellowship opportunities for graduate and professional

education and a dearth of Black professionals at the policymaking levels.

Recommendations for ameliorating each of these conditions are given below, which

if implemented, could substantially reduce the attrition of Black students as

they progress through the educational pipeline.

Elementary - Second ry Schools. In one of the ComrIttee's early reports, Acr.

--......,......me-STecit_Americans,to..lifsher Education: How Open is the Ooor7t Inadequate

educational programs and other factors operating at the elementary-secondary

levels were cited as barriers to the achievement of equity for Black Americans in

access to higher education. We note that the statistical profile for Blacks has

not Improved since that time. In October 1980, 23.4 percent of all Blacks aged 18

to 24 years old, or 832,000 Black young people, were not enrolled in school and

were not high school graduates (compared with 14.4 for whites)lf This is an

increase of 3 percent since October 1977 in the number of Black youth not in

school' and. not high school graduates.

111.1.1W
ARO.

6/ U. S. Bureau of the Census. School Enrollment - Social and Economic

Characteristics _of Students: OctobirtgErtUvanceepo

(Way 1981) Table 6.
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Further, the percent of Blacks in this same age group who were enrolled in

college declined from 21 percent in October 1977 to 19.4 percent in October 1980.

To reverse this trend of underachievement and to lower the dropout/push-out rates

for Blacks, we submit the folloo'ng:

Recommendations

1. That the quality and effectiveness of teaching at elementary
and secondary school levels be improved and special

compensation be provided to attract and retain committed
professionals.

Z. That extra resources be allocated to predominantly Black/low-
income high schools and student-teacher ratios be reduced.

3. That the NBC's be utilized to develop model teacher training
programs which respond to special needs of Black students in the

Nation? s classrooms.. _

4. That the Federal Government equitably and effectively enforce
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and in so doing focus
on the. elimination of discriminatory treatment of Black
students in special education placements, disciplinary actions,
ability grouping/tracking, misuse of tests, and other

infringements to the Civil Rights of Blacks which create
barriers to higher education access.

S. That the Federal TRIO programs be expanded to increase the
number of Black students who participate and that exemplary
programs be identified and information on them be disseminated
for replication in other areas.

Impact of Testing on Blacks in Education. The issues of standardized testing as

they i.act on the higher education achievement of Black Americans have

tremendous economic i lications. Blacks, Hispanics, and American Indians do not

tend to score as well on most standardized tests as do the majority group. The

standardization of such tests tends to be suspect in producing this outcome. The

fact remains, however, that the use of tests of all kinds is on the rise. Given
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the rate of failure of minorities on these tests and the reliance of employers

and higher education institutions on them, it seems likely that there will be

increased laclications for the future economic well-being of clearities if tests

continueto be used as barriers rather than as diaspostic and prescriptive tools

as they are designed to bar used.

Recommendations

1. That standardized tests no longer be used as the chief mechanism

for admissions to higher education and ecplo)ment.

2. That a number of proven measures, such as grade-point average

and personal recommendations, be used In connection with test

scores in making educational and employment decisions.

3. That where tests amused, access to coaching be made available

to all and that income not be a barrier to taking advantage of

'such, coaching.

4.414. .444

--'--iroTar-131"--11ftWfeerIConsonityftluitior-Coileoes in
iliOher Education. of-Slack-

Americans. The 2-yet? college sector is a significant variable in the higher

education of Black Americans. In the fall of 1980 -- 42.4 percent of all Blacks

enrolled in college were in two-year institutions. This figure cz4pares with

37.1 percent for the total population and 34.0 percent for whites, Blacks thus

tend to be more highly concentrated in the 2-year college sector -- often in

programs that will not necessarily give credits toward a baccalaureate degree.

Such statistics produce a controversy rang educators concerned about the

education of Blacks, the basis of which is recognition that (I) there is a place

and a need for the 2-year colleges in providing education to those not desiring a

baccalaureate degree, and (2) the concern that the 2 -year colleges may be

draining off a significant portion of Black students who are potentially 4-year

degree seekers and tracking thee Into dead-end, low-level, low-paying

occupations. If the latter is in fact the case, then th.re is concern for the

future of a BItck professional class.

25 :3 0 Fw
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Recconendations

1. That a study be conducted which will give a true picture of the
matriculation process in the 2-year college sector tb determine

if in fact there are disproportionate numbers of or deleterious

i.-acts upon the future of a Black professional class.

2. That an articulation mechanism be established between the 2-

year colleges, the Black colleges and the rest of higher
education to assure that increased numbers of Black students

continue beyond the 2-year colleges to the baccalaureate,

graduate and professional degrees.

'We need a strong recommendation about the

articulation between 2-year colleges with large
Black enrollment and 4-year colleges. Now 55% of

the Black freshmen 'start college in a 2-year

school. If financial aid cuts occur at some of the

projected levels, that percentage of Blacks
entering 2-year colleges could rise to 65 or 70%.

We then must get a larger proportion of these
students to transfer to 4-year colleges or face a
widening of the gap between whites and Blacks
graduating from college."

Elias Blake, NACBHEBCU
President, Clark College

Graduate and Professional Education. Black participation in graduate and

professional education remains exceptionally low and in recent years the

situation has actually deteriorated. The yve 1976-77 stands as a turning point

for Black graduate participation in that actual enrollment and proportional

representation has receded from those levels in subsequent years.

Black graduate enrollment fell to 60,059 in Fall 1980, an 8 percent drop from the

peak of 1976-77. However, during this period, total graduate enrollment

rebounded from a slight 1978 drop and surpassed 1,100,000. Blacks comprised 5.5

percent of total graduate enrollment in 1980.
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Despite numerical growth, Black first-professional students comprised only 4.5

percent of the 1980 total, compared to 4.5 percent both in 1976 and 1978. Black

graduate and professional students still rely disproportionately on HBC programs

for access to advanced educational opportunity. In 1980, almost 19 percent of

all Black graduate students were enrolled in 34 HBC graduate schools and over 22

percent of all Slack first-professional students in II NBC professional schools.

As a starting point, equity for Blacks in graduate and professional education can

he met through the forceful execution of the Administration's policy of support

for the historically Black colleges and universities at the sane time as efforts

are made to reduce attrition and encourage production of Black scholars and

professionals at majority institutions. The ABC's, institutions founded fifty to

hundred years ago primarily for Black sricans, have long served as a fertile

breeding ground for Black graduates who ultimately emerge from the end of the

--------------pipeline.1 Between 52 percent of therilai* Fh.C. recipients had

earned their baccalaureate degree at an NBC.

Recannendations

1. That the number of Blacks enrolled (especially full-time} in
graduate and professional degree programs be increased through
a. more active progran of support at the Federal level and
increased initiatives at the institutional level.

That the private sector (industry) provide support and funding

t2 encourage Black employees with potential far success in the

science and technological fields to pursue advanced degrees.

That greater opportunities be afforded Black students to

participate on major university research projects providing

graduate, as,,is.antships. This increased participation would
provide financial assistance as well as experience for the

students.

f
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4. That quillity graduate and professional programs at the

historically Black uaiversitias which produce significant
numbers of Black professionals be viewed as models for other
institutions of higher education.

5. That recognition be affordeJ the historically Black colleges
and universities which grant baccalaureates to over 50 percent
of al! Black Americans who eventually earn doctorates.

Science/Technology and Other Underrepresented Fields. Fall 1980 data reveal that

Black graduate students are still minimally represented in the sciences and

engineering fields. While Black students made up 5.5 percent of total graduate

enrollment, they comprised 1.6 percent of graduate enrollment in agriculture,

2.9 percent in biological sciences, 1.5 percent in engineering and 1.9 percent in

physical sciences. Furthermore, the proportions in all of these fields were even

lower for full-time students.

Recompendations

That 'the Federal -Government in 'recognition of the Nation's
science and technological needs, sustain and increase programs
geared to improving science and math curricula in the public
schools and institutions of higher education.

2. That more programs, modeled after those industry and
scientific associations, be developed to increase Black
participation in scientific and technical fields.

Increasing Black Professionals. In the Committee's report on Needed Systems

psg_._gacatiotqySuortsforAchievinfcifIEuitforBlackrAmeoicans, the human

resource system support was perceived as the most significant system support

designed to foster Black higher education and to enhance the historically Black

colleges and universities. Two reasons were provided for this conclusion: (1)

the development of human resources among Black Americans which is on par with

whites is essential to the attainment of equality of opportunity guaranteed by

the Consititution, and (2) policymaking is a process which is interest group
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dominated; Slacks must be included in positions of leadership to assure an

Inherent sensitivity to the concerns of Black people. In our research we found

that:

I. In those Federal agencies with an education mission, Black

representation at the GS-14-18 grades is less than 4 percent.

Z. Less than 7 percent of the college trustees in. the Nation are

Black,

3. Slacks make up 7 percent of the administrators in higher

'Cucation, but the historically Black colleges (NBC's) employ

ore-third of all the Nation's. Black administrators.

4. Blacks make up only 4.4 percent of all higher education faculty,

one-third of whom are employed by the NBC's.

5. Blacks are significantly underrepresented at the decision

making level in foundations, educational associations and in

research.

Based on the above, the following recommendations are offered to increase the

miber-ef-fiaok-professrionalsr

Recommendations

+.m.0., mitZt"..1

That universities and colleges recruit and hire more Black

faculty, administrators and staff.

2. That equity for Black faculty and staff be achieved in

appointments, promotions, tenure, and salaries.

3. That the representation of Slacks be increased in positions

which carry broader responsibilities both within the

institutions, as well as in policymaking positions within

government, ilducational associations, and foundations.

4. That financial support be provided to Increase the number of

Black faculty and administrators who hold the doctorate degree.

L. That vacancies on governing boards of higher education be

filled with members of underrepresented groups, especially

Black Americans.,

29.
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Targeted Programs /Supportive Se icery s

"Special programs have enabled a category of

minority students to get into college and have
provided a kind of support . . . that makes it
possible for students to graduate.

Connie Sutton, NAC8HESCU
Vice President for Professional
Services

American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges

"In reviewing Title !II, there was a recurring
refrain that these schools were expected to
graduate from the program and become self-.

sufficient. If MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) is not self-sufficient enough to be rid
of government assistance, and Stanford, and others,
it seems to be a contradiction to expect these
schools, which have been without proper funding for
100_years to became self-sufficient.
A...

N
Albert Manley, NAC8HEIICU
President Emeritus
Spelman College
Atlanta, Georgia

"The plain fact is that universities like ours
could not survive in their present form without
federal support."

Derek Bak, President
Harvard University
The President's Report
1980-81

In carrying out its responsibility to promote educational opportunity for all

citizens, the Federal Government has initiated a number of targeted programs

designed to facilitate higher education access, retention, and graduation for
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underrepresented groups (minorities, women, the handicapped, etc.). Some of

these programs have aided Slack Americans in undergraduate and graduate

education. These activities are pursued on two levels: the institutional level,

providing support for schools which enroll large numbers of minority students,

through programs, such as Title IIL.Minority Institution Science Improvement

Program(MISIP) and Minority Biomedical Support (PIES); and the individual level,

providing supportive services through the components of the TRIO progr Talent

Search, Upward Sound, Special Services for Disadvantaged Students, and

Educational Opportunity Centers.

As a result of current Federal efforts to cut spending, the future of these

Special Programs 1s her jeopardy. Despite their success in contributing to Slack

educational _achievement, the whet array of targeted programs and supportive

services has beat sect to recent criticism on two fronts. First, some

pro rims have nth f been so iffilaiVeithictr are

no longer necessary. With the lament= of progress snowballing so rapidly, it is

said, Slack students themselves need only to take advantage of the multitude of

opportunities that have been afforded them. On another front, Title III, TRIO,

MSS, Minority Access to Research Careers (MARC), and other targeted programs have

I%(

been accused, by definition, of *stigmatizing' Black institutions and Slack

students who require these types of special assistance. In this regard, these

progress are damned by-the very conditions which led to their creation.

Targeted programs have contributed full -scale to the educational accomplishments

of Slack Americans. To redress the categorical denial of funds to historically

Slack colleges, Title III of the Higher Education Act (Aid to Developing

Institutions), was implemented by the Federal Education Office in 1965 to target

Federal monies to these, institutions for pdministrative and curriculum
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enhancement. At least as important, participation in the Title III program has

often served as a springboard for increased funding from other sources, such as

State iovernments, foundations, and alumni. At Jackson State.University, for

example, Title III activities have led to State funding for 10 additional

buildings and to the establishment of the Development Office which has

successfully pursued over 100 research projects amounting to almost 4 million

dollars. Supportive services provided by TRIO have identified and encouraged

minority students with the potential to undertake postsecondary education. About

91 percent of typical Upward Bound participants, for instance, entered some type

of postsecondary institution, compared to about 70 percent of comparable

nonparticipants. Programs to promote minority participation in underrepresented

fields have enabled Black institutions to strengthen. their faculty and course

offerings and have encouraged Black students to embark on research and science

careers. For example, the MBS program, in FY 1980, provided over 14 million

dollars in support of approximately 2,000 undergraduates, graduate students, and

faculty researchers at 80 schools, 44 of which were historicilly Black.

Much of the argument against these special programs vastly distorts the

conditions which they were intended to counteract. All current statistical

indices point to the fallacy that educational equity has been achieved. Parity

in degree attainment, graduate and professional enrollment, and representation

in sciences and engineering will be attained only when Black family income rises

above the level of 60 percent of white families where it is today. Contrary to

much of the current beliefs, Black students and Black institutions are not the

sole recipients of these special services. Black colleges in FY 1981 received

only 28.5 percent of Title III funds and more low-income, academically

underprepared white students benefit from supportive services than do Blacks.

32
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The conditions still exist that targeted programs were designed to counteract.

Black students- are still served by the special focus these efforts provide. As

Was the case with other groups who profited and continue to profit frau these

progrum, targeted and supportive services will engender a critical mass of Slack

Students whichs, once achieved, can create Its ami support, thus ensuring self-

perpetuation. Similarly, it is unreasonable to expect that one hundred years of

funding neglect suffered by Black institutions can be overcome by fifteen years

of limited Title II! support. The 42 million Title III dollars split among 63

historically Black colleges pals dramatically in comparison to the 4 billion

dollars the Federal Goverment spends each year in higher education for research

and devilment funding alone. If Black colleges were equitable partners in the

Federal research and ..Aovelopeent relationship with higher education, the need for

the Title III lifeline would no doubt dissipate. In FY 1979. 44 historically

Black colleges received Federal research and development funding of 29 million
OW, =m1. 4.1.1.= .....

-----dollers..0.75 percent of the National total.

Recommendations

I. That the Federal Goverment meet its responsibility to maintain
targeted program and supportive services, at funding levels
adequate to accomplish their tasks, to achieve equity in
postsecondary education. r.stiiile these special efforts have
contributed to the increased participation of Black. students
and the enhancement of Black institutions, the economic and
social barriers which led to the creation of these programs
continue to impede Black educational achievement.

Z...That the Federal Government, as well as higher education
. institutions- themselves, acknowledge the legitimacy of special

progress whose mission has yet to be fulfilled. Black students
are disproportionately in need of these kinds of efforts
because Black students are disproportionately low-income,
economically and socially disadvantaged, and academically
underprepared.
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3. That until such time as historically Black colleges are

included as partners in the mainstream of Federal higher

education funding, mechanisms such as Title III must serve to
generate the movement other institutions take for granted. If

this support is withdrawn, the National investment:via Title
III will be lost and the gap between Black and white educational
status will widen at a time when America can no longer afford to
squander educational potential.

Implementation of Executive Order 12320

°Ves, we want the private sector initiative.
That's only to help us become better, but the
private sector initiative in no way relieves the
Federal government of its obligation to continue to
play a role in the development of our

institutions."

Frederick Humphries, NACBHEBCU
President
Tennessee State University

The President's Executive Order on historically Black colleges and universities

(HBO's) issued in September 1981, recognizes the almost total lack of
+

participation by historically Black colleges in the programs of Federal agenci!s.

The Order requires that a government-wide effort undertaken to determine tnat

the historically Black colleges and universities are able to equitably

participate in Federally sponsored activities (contracts, grants, programs,

etc.). It also requires that Federal agencies take steps to achieve a

significant increase in the participation by historically Black colleges and

universities in Federally sponsored programs and stimulate initiatives by

private sector businesses and institutions to strengthen the historically Black

colleges. Despite the fait that an Executive Order had previously been issued,

little appreciable change has taken place in HBO involvement. The latest

Executive Order, ideally perceived and implemented, offers tremendous potential

for strengthening the historically Black colleges 4nd universities, to advance

the development of human potential and to overcome the effects of discriminatory

treatment.
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The Black higher education canmunity is very concerned that the efforts by the

Executive Order be successful. Without some renewed effort in the near future

there is a general feeling that the Order will lose its momentum.

Recommendations

L. That the Secretary requirt the iomediate development by the
White House Initiative Office (WHIO) of specific plans which it
will follow, for implementation of the Executive Order CEO), and
that these plans be submitted for review by the Presidents of
the NBC's and the successor AtIvisory Committee.

2. That t*,1 ED be fully implismented and that actievement of
appreciable increases in fuolds to NBC's be the outcome.

3. That the plans of the WHIO reflect the needs of the NBC's for
funds for specific programs which they (the Hit's) identify,

4. That the plans which the it will follow in pursuing the
private sector initiative be clearly identified and shared with
the Black college. community and that efforts as outlined below
be used as a modal for planning for this. initiative. .

- mat. die. PM think would be a desirable thiUrr
,..Industry to -de to help- management- in

improve the financial structure and to
help- or foster research? What would you, as a
president of oave al these institutions, rem :mend
that they do, c' how to go about doing .it ?"

Kenneth Tollett, RACBHESCU
Director, ISEP
Howard University

there is each the private sector can do.
First, they can provide financial support, which we
need very badly. Second, there are human resources
in the private sector which represent a vast
reservoir of technical expertise. Technical
expertise, related to mamma information
systems, such as business accounting systoles, which
are expensive to produce or buy, can be wade
available to our institutions to aid us in the
development of much needed software. The private
sector can fund much needed research projects on
our camuses. Wet can provide industry with
research efforts on activities they dean important
to their research. There is a need to have better
articulation of the manpower needs of industry and
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the graduate rroduction of our institutions. The

private sector and unlgersities need to work
together to increase thr development of graduate
minority enrollments. They are hiring our best
young minds in engineering and science. The
private sector must recognize a responsibility to
aid us in removing the deficits in the graduate
areas of engineering and science for minorities.
These are but a few of the areas where the private
sector and the university might link for the
advancement of our institutions and minority
students."

Frederick Humphries, NACBHEBCU
President
Tennessee State University

Adams and Desegregation

The goal of providing equity in higher education for Blacks (students,

faculty, administrators, etc.) must continually be pursued and must rate high

on the agenda during this "dismantling" process. Enhancing the historically

colleges (NBC's) and assuring their continued-viabi14tyls-o way-to-

attain that goal in an already diverse system of higher education. They have

been proven to be the primary producers of an educated Black citizenry and

have enabled a number of Blacks to become upwardly mobile. In that sense

then, the other institutions of higher education have room for improvement.

The Federal Government has not assumed the leadership role in this very

difficult case. The Department of Justice settles on a Plan for each State,

and the Office for Civil Rights is charged with the responsibility for

monitoring the associated activities. Data collected from the States to do

this are not analyzed in a timely manner and, therefore, cannot effectively be

used in plotting directions for action or evaluating current plans under

review.

Based on a brief analysis of enrollments in some States, some NBC's sustained

enrollment losses which may have been attributable to Adams activities.

- 36
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The Adams court order handed down it 1973, with a second order in 1977, was

intended to dismantle the dual systems of higher education resulting from de

Lreu segregation in IQ States. The order is clear; so too are the criteria

.developed for meeting the obligations under the order. Major problems have

arisen due to confusion concerning Imo to best, effect the goals laid out in

the court order. Seemingly, much attention has been paid to moving more

"other raced students on to the campuses of the public NBC's. The jugging of

students and curricula appears to be one of the reasons for the public's

dismay concerning the activities in Adams. The court order states that no

undue burden can be placed on the HBC's in the process of correcting the ills

of the past, but recent events indicate that this has taken place.

In 1981, the Ccessittee sent a letter forward to Secretary Bell noting that (a)

n. 4. of the 6States whose desegregation plans had been accepted by the

Federal Goie;raseni,Tilack. -7full-time enrollment had decgned -in the public

institutions between 1976 and 1978; further, the public NBC's in those S

States experienced declines in total enrollment between 1976 and 1978; and (b)

in 3 of .the S States Black enrollment increased in the private sector while

decreasing in the public sector. This type of data analysis is crucial so

that any emerging patterns of enrollemnt declines can be stwmed and

alternative programs developed in each State.

What is needed most is a Federal policy to assure the expansion of

opportunities. for Blacks at all levels of higher education since equity has

not yet been reached in participation rates of students, faculty,

administrators, governing board members, or in the receipt of State and

Federal funds. This goaT should not be to displace Black students at the
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HBC's but to move more Black students into the institutions that were

previously closed to them. In effect, the focus should be on increasing the

_Black population which is prepared to enroll in college, and then, increasing

the number who enroll in institutions in addition to those that have

historically met their needs and continue to produce many of the Blacks who

have received baccalaureate, graduate and first-professional degrees.

The issue of funding cannot be overstated. HBC facilities were in need of

upgrading before the move was on to "attract" white students. Their

conditions stemmed from years of neglect and discrimination in funding

patterns of both the State and the Federal Governments. Therefore, more

emphasis should be placed on remedying the results of those years of

disparities in funding. Increasing Black participation on faculties, staff,

-------- and governing boards will assure that input is received from Blacks in-the

development process in all activities. Such an investment in increasing

higher education opportunities for Blacks in all types of institutions would

promote the Nation's interests.

Recommendations

I. That the Education and Justice Departments expand their
activities with respect to desegregation issues in higher
education and evaluate the zircumstances existing in non-Adams
States with respect to the participation of Black students -Fa
staff in higher education.

2. That Ed's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) improve their data
collection and analysis procedUres so as to more effectively
monitor the activities in Adams.

That OCR encourage constant input from organizations, such as
the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher
Education, the successor Committee to the National Advisory
Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and
Universities, Office for the Advancement of the Public Negro
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Colleges, Institute for Services to Education, Institute for
the Study of Educational Policy, Southern Education Foundation,

Southern Regional Education Board, and other groups with
information on the HBC's and Adams. This input can be on
general enforcement activities as data analytts plans.

.That emphasis be given to the feeder systems with respect to
increasing the =bar of high school graduates in given States.

5. That OCR IMmediately look into the enrollment declines at the
NBC's to determine if there are any characteristics of the State
plans which are causing these declines.

6. That a review of enrollment data look further than other race'

enrollments and investigate such issues as diversity in level
of institution attended by Blacks and enrollments by major
fields; the hiring of Black faculty and administrators in

predominantly white institutions; the presence of Blacks on
State governing boards; and a more equitable'sharing of State
funds by the NBC's.

7. That more emphasis be placed on looking into

retention/graduation rates of Black students, particularly at
predominantly white institutions.
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IV. SUMMARY STATEMENT

"There is a larger and deeper concern. While
things like student financial assistance, spectil
programs, and so forth are very, very important, it
seems to me that the way in which these issues have
been handled in the past . . . suggests that there
is something wrong with the system under which they
operate.'

Luther Foster, NACBHEBCU
President Emeritus
Tuskegee Institute
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama

*(There is) . . a very positive challenge for
policymakers in the public and private sectors, in
terms of what they can do, if there were a

commitment to what really does not require huge
sums of money to make real progress, if they just
stick with it over a long period of years.*

r-A 4 VG1.4444......40.1ww44..-.-...... a A.

Elias Blake, NACBHEBCU
President
Clark College

_Atlanta, Georgia

On June 30, 1982, the official role of the National Advirry Committee on Black

Higher Education and Mad Colleges and Universities in facilitating the Federal

responsibility to equal educational opportunity through its role as advisor to

the Secretary and the Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education came to an

end.

From its vantage point as observer, researcher, and advisor, the Committee has

sought to ensure that the agenda of America's Black citizens be ralsidered in the

formulation of Federal higher education policy.
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In responding to the specific functions of its Charter, the Committee has

produced ten published research reports, a series of fact sheets on contemporary

issues, position papers on a number of priorities, correspondence to advise in a

timely manner on Education Department actions, five substantive Annual Reports

and uncounted responses to public inquiries on the status of Black higher

education and the historically Black colleges and universities.

Additionally, the Committee's quarterly meeting: have served as public forums in

which higher education interests, in general, the Black higher education

community, in particular, and Education Department officials have interacted in a

way unique in the course of the Federal relationship with Black students and

Black colleges by providing a widely open forum for the expression of candid

views on Federal programs and policies. Whereas the Executive Order for Black

----talteges-can. be expected to assist equitrin-higher education through the NC's,

it can be only one of several vehicles. The Committee's experiences with open

forums, research and 'Open discussions were vital in mitigating some of the fears

of the Black community, and its work not only psychologically reinforced the

community's belief in the participation in the democratic process but brought

other substantial benefits a:. -well. To state that the National Advisory

Committee has provided services to the Federal Government and to the cause for

equity in higher education which have not been duplicated elsewhere is not an

exaggeration.

The Committee has accomplished much of its mission, as shown in this Final

Report. However, as it reflects on the entire set of its experiences, the

Committee recalls the continual difficulties it faced in having the sustained

.
. .
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encouragement, logistical support, and responsiveness expected far its wort.

This was true despite the commitment in its Charters the wide professional and

lay interest in its work, the critical situation developing in the Historically

Stack Colleges, and the danger to the national welfare because of delays in

'addressing a set of interactive national issues of high timely impartzuce. The

Casettes hopes that its work, its reports, and its operational style will serve

as a solid base from which any new advisory body can move to avoid the frustration

of inconsistent support, so as to advance more rapidly the national awareness and

positive response necessary to advance equity in higher education.

Motivating the Camnittee's endeavors has been its belief that a direct line

exists beiveen its Charter and the Constitutional dictate that the Federal

Goverment serve as gua'antor of the basic citizenship rights of Slack Americans.

The Thirteenth, fourteenth,. as Fifteenth Amendments specifically enjoin the

National goverMent to provide equal- pnitiitiaiiisictoTTCuMOSCTthirrightiraild-1

privileges of Black citizens. Progress in education is dependent on Federal

poIlqmakers, now housed In the Education Department and also at higher and

parallel levels, who must carry out the responsibility and fulfill the promise of

the Reconstruction Amendments. The Camtittee was originally chartered as part of

this consitsent by HEW Secretary David Mathews because the Secretary requires

the advice and reccemandations of persons knowledgeable of the impact of the

mandated program on the higher education of alack Americans in order to fulfill

his/her responsiblities under statutes effectively.° Nonetheless) perhaps the

most comma chtracteristic of the Committee's relationship with the Department

has been the ccop tete aimMence of direct, systematic response to the Committee's

advisenent frco either the Secretaries or any Federal polIcyzaker. Thus, the

Committee has usually found itself in the dissaying predicasent of receiving no
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acknowledgement of its output from the very agents who asked for it. However,

the regard in which the Committee's reports and findings have been held by

quarters external to the Government has brought the assurance that the work was

not for naught.

The final document of the National Advisory Committee should be received with

this awareness. As in the past, the Committee here sets forth its ideas and

strategies in priority fashion on the issues which the Federal Government must

address if it is to meet its responsibility to ensure equity and to promote

access, retention, and completion for Black Americans in higher education.

Student financial assistance, Executive Order 12320, targeted programs, and

desegregation are fundamental concerns of this Committee and all participants in

,the.questfor. equal. .educational opportunity. In a larger sense, all of these

issues fall under the general fabric of the systen in which they are pursued.

Since that system currently is marked chiefly by its lack of response, these

individual concerns will be resolved only when higher education policy is

conducted in an atmosphere which 'encompasses all who have a stake in its

deliberations.

Speaking this last time in its official capacity, the National Advisory Committee

on Black Nigher Education and Black Colleges and Universities acknowledges the

diligence and dedication of all who have come forward to contribute their time

and talent. oust as its work could not have been acc...lished without such help,

the' Committee offers its successor any and all assistance it can provide to

continue the task of improving the status of Black Americans in higher education

and the HBC's. To initiate what it hopes to be a long line of dialogue between
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past and present, the Committee urges that its successor assure itself of more

impact at the policymaking level by placing paramount tnportance on the adoption

of a formal response mechanism: from those whom they will be advising. With this

in place, it will be possible to play a larger role in the interplay between the

seeds and concerns of Black higher education and the Federal duty to promote

educational equity..

More than ever, education is an essential instrument in fostering social and

economic progress in America. The challenge presented to all of higher education

is to ensure that all Americans have the opportunity to take advantage of that

instrument and develop their educational potential to its fullest. The National

Advisory Committee has found that there is promise that full educational equity
. .

can be achieved without requiring huge was of Federal dollars. It has also
..... ...

found that ask are iiitressely perilous times for those citizens who still
.

struggle far irsciiirind 6:0110111iC justfce.
. .

The Committee's successor, the Federal Goverment, and the Nation mast come to

understand that. abdication of the responsiblity to protect the rights of one

sanctions the abdication of the responsiblity to protect the rights of all.

Conversely, the advancleent of equity for Blacks in higher education promotes the

future of America, not just the future of one segment of America.

°Den if there is some new approach to. the role of
the Federal Government, our massage . . . should
sky that somebody in society has to continue to be

ive and forceful in dealing with the
re ationship between the Federal Government and the
State governments an the issues of educational
equality and the so-called broad and sometimes
vague rubric of civil rights.'

Elias Slake
Chair, NACBHE3CU
President
Clark College
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Vita President
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APPENDIX B

HIGHLIGHTS OF COMMITTEE REPORTS PUBLISHED TO DATE

le Access of Slack Americ s to Hi her Education: How Oren is the Door? GPO
WA/ tr:Tior

Considers the problems faced by Black Americans in obtaining entry to higher
education and recommends ways in which access can be facilitated.

2. Black Colleges and Universities: An Essential Comoonent of a Diverse System
of-Higher Education.

Makes the case for encouraging institutional diversity and pluralistic
educational structures as a necessary vehicle for meeting the future needs
of Black students and stresses the commitment that Black institutions of
higher education have' shown historically and continue to demonstrate to
minority and low-income students.

3. The Black Educational Policy Researcher: An Untapped National Resource

Addresses the issues surrounding the development of a solid research and
scholarship base that will be required to undergird decision-making at the
State, local and Federal levels if substantial improvement of Black
educational opportunity is to occur.

-Still a- Lifeline: -The Status of Historically Black Col toes and
Universities, 1975-1978.

Provides an overview of the Nation's historically Black colleges which,
increasingly, even today play a major role in the production of credentialed
Black Americans.

5. A LoSin Battle: The Decline in Black Partici
rr ressiona uca on. ri 1i. itirsloresrsT:t.

ation in Graduate and
price

Details the decline in the numbers of Black Americans in graduate and
professional schools; provides a statistical profile of the deteriorating
involvement of Black students at graduate and profassi els; sets

(*Li"-
forth the reasons for the numerical and proporti al declines; and
recommends strategies to remedy this problem and to Increase Federal and
institutional commitments to equity in advanced education.

6. Target_ Date, 2000 A114 Goals for Achievin Hi ,her Education Equity for Black
Americans,_Volume f. 00 Stock 1 055-44 vue77-6, Oicie $4.00

Lays out a long-range plan for increasing participation of Black Americans
in higher education and enhancing the historically Black colleges and
universities. It serves as the basis for Volume II.
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7. TetDate2O017...0A rtFor EducationEitforosz......rBlack0
r cans, o use .

Explores the details of how the recommended actions in Volume / eight be
implemented through new or increased funding mechanisms andadetails casts to
soda* if the conditions requiring attention are not addressed.

S. Admission and Retention Problems- of Black Students at anti!

Dealswittr the barriers. to higher ad's cation faced by Black Americans, but
focuses specifically on admission and retention problems at seven
predominantly white universities.

9. The Needed StiimapWamprousrigilansSuforievitAchliEducaticmEiforBlack
Americans. ce .

Presents a statistical and analytical profile of the major societal support
systems which are seen as necessary to achieving equity for Black Americans
in higher education and advancing the Black colleges.

10. The Needed S . y 4. for Aehlevi Hi er Education E- it for Black
114 3 4S S CO
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FACT SHEETS

# 1 Current State of Black Higher Education and Black Colleges
and Universities. (November 1980)

# 2 About the Committee (December 1980)

0 3 About Black Enrollment (January 1981)

# 4 What Would Happen If There Were No Black Colleges (February 1981)

4 S About Black Advanced Degree Recipients (March 1981)

# 6 About Federal R&D Funding To HBC's (July 1981)

0 7 Impact of Testing on Blacks In Education (January 1982)

4 8 About Black Graduate and Professional Enrollment (March 1982)

f 9 About Black Higher Education Enrollment And The Historically
Black Colleges And Universities (April 1982)

#10 About Black College-Age Population. College Enrollment And
-Earned Degrees (April 1982)

011 About Black Students In The Higher education Pipeline (May 1982)
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Commissioned Studies

Dr. Faustine Jones, 'Systemic Problems Affecting the
Participation of Blacks in Higher Education'

Dr. Faustine Jones, 'Impact of Neoconservatism on Black
Colleges and Blacks in Higher Education'

Dr, Faustine Jones, "Cost of Not Educating Black Youth'

Ms. Mary Roper, 'Development of a Profile of Current Thinking

on Equity in Higher Education'

Dr. Barbara Love, 'A Report on the Status of Blacks in Higher

Education"

Ms. Leneta Gaines, "Historically Black Colleges and Universities:

The State of the Art, 1975 -78"

Mr. David Ruffin, °The Status of Blacks in Graduate and

Professional Education"

Dr. Donald Smith, "Admission and Retention Problems of Black

----Students at Seven Predominantly White Universities'

(published)

Mr. Silas Purnell, °The Problems of Lower - Income Students in

Higher Education: A Community Perspective°

Mr. Franklin Moore, 'Recommendations on Pre-College Programs

to Increase Access

Dr. Elvalee Banks, "Policies, Practices and Monitoring Systems

to Improve the Status of Blacks in Higher Education"

Dr. Joel Nwagbaraocha, 'Review of Long-Range Planning in Higher

Education'

Dr. Leonard Haynes, 'An Examination of the Planning Efforts of

Selected States and the Federal Government to Improve the

Status of Blacks in Higher Education°

Dr. John A. Griffin, 'Participation of Blacks in Research and

Policy Development Affecting Higher Education in Selected

Institutes, Associations, and Foundations"

Dr. Stephen Wright; 'The Black Educational Policy Researcher:

An Untapped National Resource' (published)
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Mr. Will Blakey, *Development of Model Legislation for
Federal ceding of the Historically Black Colleges and
Universities* a

'The College Board; "test Estimates for the Postsecondary
Education. Fleccomrandations of the National Advisory
Committen on Black Higher Education and Slack Colleges
and Universities*

Positive Astons, Inc. °Cos of Administering Financial Aid
Programs - Implications for Hi stori cal l y RI ack Col l ages°

Dr. Barbara. Powell, "Corporate Support and the Financing of
Black Higher Education and Black Colleges"
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ANNUAL REPORTS

First Annual Report . Higher Education Equity: The Crisis of,Appearance
Versus Reality (1977)

Second Annual Report (1978)

Third Annual Report . Overview of Committee Research (1979)

Fourth Annual Report . Overview of Committee Findings and Recommendations

(1980)

Fifth Annual Report
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'APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The following tabular presentation lists each of the recommendations made by the
National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and
UnfVersities in correspondence and in the various major reports it has issued
since the Committee's inception in September 1977. In each of the reports and
correspondence, substantial rationale was provided for the basis of the
recommendations.

PART I - Specific Recommendations made Via Reports

In addition to the Annual Reports a total of ten reports were issued by the
Committee, eight of which contained recommendations. Most of the recommendations
fell into six broad categories and a total of 20 subcategories. Many of the
recommendations in a specific subcategory were similar even though they were made
in different reports.

Each major research report to the Secretary was transmitted with an official
memorandum and cover letter which usually asked for a response to the
recommendations that were cited. In most cases, however, only a perfunctory
acknowledgement of receipt of the report was fOrwarded to the Chair.

In a number of areas within the Committee's charter, recommendations were made
through direct correspondence to the Secretary or the designated program
officials. Two areas where more recommendations were made through letters rather

--- -than-reports-were-those-issues which related to the Adams case and the Title III
program. .Refer to Part II for a listing and description of the recommendations
made via correspondence.

Many of the recommendations made in the reports called for activities which would
impact the long-range participation of Blacks in higher education and the
enhancement of the historically Black colleges and universities. On the other
hand, some recommendations related to policy initiatives that were currently
being developed.

The following sections briefly summarize the types of recommendations made in the
specific areas. The number of recommendations made in each section are noted in
parenthesis. The reports were assigned a number (used in the tabular listing)
and the publications code can be found on page 61. The reader is referred to the
Committee's Charter (page 119) for the Charter area designations.
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I. ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION (76)

A. Elementary and Secondary Issues (8)

This section's recommendations were key to increasing the participation
of Blacks in higher education as a long-range objective since it has
become clear that public school systems must assist Black students not
only to graduate from high school, but with acquiring the Fkills
necessary to compete successfully in college.

B. Counseling, Career Guidance (11)

Efforts must increase to provide the types of counseling and supportive
services required by Black youth. This section focuses primarily on
career counseling to move more Black students into fields of study where
they can acquire more marketable skills than the fields that
traditionally have provided job opportunities for Blacks.

C. Admissions and Recruitment (12)

These recommendations recognized the role of the institution in

deciding whether or not a Black student attended college. A number of
recommendations were made for new approaches that are sensitive to the
special situations facing Black students, including the elimination of
any actual or i lied incidences of racial and economic biases in the
admissions process. The need for the use of more Black personnel in

process was cited. -

D. Testing (4)

This was an issue area in whiCh the Committee spent a lot of time
debating exactly what types of positions to take on the subject. While
there were differences in opinion ranging from eliminating tests
altogether to teaching Black students how to take them, there seemed to
be some commonality of concern related to the misuse of tests, which
limits opportunities available to Black students. This misuse often
results in tracking Black students into "dead-end* educational
opportunities or not providing access to students who, by measures other
than the test results, would be considered success-oriented.

E. Community and Junior Colleges (4)

The scarcity of recommendations in this section speaks to the
overwhelming dichotomy which has existed within the Committee on the
issue of the role and mission of two-year institutions. Essentially,
one point of view holds that two-year colleges were established to
assist students to get job-related skills or allow for continuing
education opportunities and not necessarily to get a degree.
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The other point of view holds that because over SO percent of Black

youth entering postsecondary institutions enter through the two-year

colleges, some emphasis must be placed on assuring that a large

proportion of these students continue on to the baccalaureate degree and

subsequent graduate training. This would provide opportunities for

Blacks to rodimpets for the types of employment positions which provide

fOr.upwartmobiXity of theBleek population as well as an i act at the

_higher levels of decision - caking in this country.

The few recommendations in this section, therefore, speak to both of

those issues and suggest that no matter what the mission of these

institutions, they should provide students with the best possible

situation be it an orientation toward baccalaureate training or the

development of marketable job skills.

Graduate and Professional Schools (12).

The recommendations in this section speak to the need to increase the

participation of Blacks in graduate and professional school programs in

recognition of the fact that to advance in the working world, graduate

training is a must. Also, to increase the necessary professional

services going to the Black commanity more Blacks must become dentists,

'physicians and lawyers since they usually tend to establish their

practices in, and service primarily, the Black communities of this

..
. .

"17wmte-i4iimimeiditions else cite the need for more participation in

----;-:-Soarcies-of-financial--aid-for graduate school,- espectaily-resemrch. and-- ---

teaching assistantships.

G. Scientific/Technical and Other Underrepresented Fields (5)

This section recommends activities which will increase the number of

Blacks pursuing degrees in the sciences and other fields where Blacks

are professionally. underrepresented.

Mc Student Financial Assistance (20)

Student financial aid Pas been the key to the increases experienced in

the number of Black students entering higher education in the last

decade. Experiences have shown that with increased aid, better

pactoging and policies which are more sensitive to Black youth, the goal

of increasing participation and assuring retention and graduation can

be: met.. TM Committee has recommended various ways in which financial

aid policies can be more ariActive for Black students.

II. REMITIMANDORADUATICK (IQ)

A. Supportive Services (7)

Thorecamdttie-recommends that more academic and supportive services be

provided to Black students, with an increase in funds for such services

irr the first two years of baccalaureate training. Support systems for

Pack students are particularly necessary at predominantly white

institutions.
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B. Collaboration between Students and Staff (9)

The recommendations in this section are indicative of the Committee's
position that increasing the number of Black faculty and administrators
on predominantly white college campuses will provide aid improve the
support systems necessary for Black students to succeed in higher
education institutions. Also highlighted are recommended roles for
Black professionals in assisting Black students, as well as sensitizing
their white colleagues. Recommendations are also made on how white
administrators and faculty can learn more about the special needs of
Black students in order to enhance those students' experiences at their
institutions.

III. HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (27)

A. Institutional Assistance/Enhancement (23)

Most of the recommendations in this section advise the Federal
government to provide increased funding to the HBC's both for short-term
needs and long-range development. These recommendations are

particularly useful as indicators of need which can be utilized by the
White House Initiative Office under Executive Order 12320.

B. Desegregation (4)

As mentioned previously, most recommendations related to the
-desegregation of higher-education institutions and the Adams case were
forwarded to the Secretary via correspondence rather Than reports.
These two recommendations relate to the need to assure that Black
colleges are not adversely affected in the process of dismantling the
dual systems of higher education in this country.

IV. INCREASING BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS (13)

A. Institutional Issues (11)

Recommendations aremade concerning the need for increasing the number
of Black professionals in higher education and to achieve equity, as
well as assist Black students in their educational pursuits.

B. Higher Education Governance (2)

Recognizing the role of the governing boards of higher education, the
Committee made recommendations for increasing the number of Blacks on
these boards and provided recommendations on activities which could
rectify the dearth of at that policymaking level.

.11.4.11
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V. RESEARCH AND EQUITY (23)

A. Data Collection (7)

The Comaitte.'s research reports exemplify the types of data analysis

that should bQ done: regularly on the participation of Blacks in higher

education. 10 the course of its work, a number of data and research

.1 needs become apparent and they are recommended in this section.

B. Establishment of Research Centers (5)

In a number of the Committee's reports, recommendations were made for

the establishment of research institutes/centers which would have, as

their main focus, the study of the educational needs of Black Amer4cans.

C. Increasing Participation of Black Researchers (11)

This section of recommendations responds to the need to increase the

pool of Blacks conducting research, particularly in areas which impact

the Black population. There are a number of recommendations offered for

graduate training, internships, fellowships, and other special programs

and funding mechanisms designed to increase the number of Black

researchers.

vr. IMPACTING PO= (15)

F ftreceLkottLal
We of the major ways reconmsnded to *peat policy was to increase the

number of Blacks at policymaking levels within the government. Until

greater representation of Blacks occurs at those levels, capacity

building mechanisms and provisions for such advisory bodies as the

Committee, were reccamended as being necessary transition activities.

B. State/pcal Level (3)

The Committee recommended that the utilization of the ballot was

important to the ability of Black people to impact policy at the

State/local level. In addition, periodic assessments were called for to

measure the effect of policies on meeting the educational needs of Black

Americans.

C. Affirmative Action/Civil Rights Issues (5)

This section recommends programs/activities which would encourage

increase' in Black participation in a number of programs and

institutions. One recommendation indicates the need to look into

instances where States have shown de facto segregation as well as de

amsegregation.

to.
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Many of the Committee's recommendations have been voiced by a number of
other groups. As early as 1947, the President's Commission for Higher
Education issued recommendations foe activities which would assure
equity in higher education. In February 1982, the Final Report of the
Commission on the Higher Education of Minorities was released which
offered a number of recommendations which parallel those made by the
National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black
Colleges and Universities.

It is hoped that a response in the form of specific programs and
activities, will be forthcoming to assure that by the year 2000, we can
move on to new challenges knowing that the necessary efforts nave been
made to rectify the inequities which have been allowed to continue for
too Tong.
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Report
Number

IMP

1

2

3

4

Publications Code

Title

Publication
Date

Access of Black Americans to Higher Education: January-1979

How Open is the Door?

Black Colleges and Universities: An Essential September 1979

Component of a Diverse System of Higher
Education

The Black Educational Policy Researcher: An December 1979

Untapped National Resource

A Losing Battle: The Decline in Black October 1979

Participation in Graduate and Professional
Education

Target Date 2000 AD: Goals for Achieving September 1980

Higher Education Equity for Black kmericans,
Volume I

December 19806. Admission and Retention Problems of Black
______......Students at Seven Predominantly White

Universities

7

8

Needed Systems Supports for Achieving Higher November 1980

Education Equity for Black Americans

Target Date 2000 AD: Goals for Achieving December 1981

Higher Education Equity for Black Americans,
Volume II

NOTE: Reports 9 and 10 are out of publication date sequence because report
9 does not contain recommendations and report # 10 is a synthesis

document of report # 7 which contains the same recommendations.

9 StiMa Lffelima: ThezStatus of Historically June 1980

Black Colleges and Universities

10 Needed Systems Supports for Achieving Higher November 1980

Education Equity for Black Americans: A
Synthesis Document
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RECO4MENDATIefiS

1. ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION

A. Elementary b Secondary School Issues

BEST COPY

RECOMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

1. Place greater emphasis on correcting problems at elemfntary school level
with adequate follow-through. Replicate successful pecial projects.

2. Reduce student-teacher ratios in the public schools ere'the ratios are

disproportionately high.

3. Improve quality and effectiveness of teaching at elementary and secondary
school levels. Provide special compensation to attra t and retain committed
professionals.

4. Allocate extra resources to predominantly Black high chools with large
populations of low-income students.

5. Utilize the HGC's as leaders In the improvement of to cher training to
assist in correcting the ills of the Nation's classrooms.

6. That the Federal, State, and local governments and their respective legisla-
tive branches work together to develop a program which would enable Black
colleges and universities to assist in solving sQme.of the ongoing problems
in the elementary and secondary schools with respect to counseling, college
preparation of students, and teacher preparation utilizing Federal funding
for pilot programs and incentives for State and local support.

* Refer to page AL for publication code.
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RECOMRIENDATIOWS

I. ACCfSWOCREASIPG PARICIPAT1OR (cont.)

A. Elementary & Secondary School Issues (cont,)

7. That the Federal government equitably and effective y enforce Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and In so doing focus go the. elimination of

discriminatory treatment of Black students in special education placements,

disciplinary actions, ability grouping /tracking, ant other infringements on

the civil rights of Black elementary/secondary school students which create

barriers to higher education access.

KLC

BEST COPY

11916 VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

k

8. That the Federal government provide for research, tO he conducted by

sensitive persons, which will further define the moiled of problems faced

bylalack ttudante at the elementary and secondary school level which prevent

them from completing high school and continuing on for higher education.

B. Counselinis Career Guidance

1. Increase the number of counselors in the public sc

their work away from activities related to dfacipli

services toward roliponding to students' academic d

2. Provide for more parent education and devolvement

process.

3. Conduct research to date:mine how Black students ma

career patterns after high school and fields of s

develop ways to improve that decision-making proces

69

is, take the focus of
e and direct their
elopement needs.

the career development

choices concerning
y In collisge and

1,2,9,11
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I. ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION (cont.)

B. Counseling, Career Guidance (cont.)

4. That aggressive, career oriented counseling be undertaken at secondary and

undergraduate levels in which the cultivation of marketable career skills

1: is balanced against societal supply and demand.

5. That TRIO programs to increase access to higher education for low-income
students be better coordinated with other programs (ESEA, Title I, SFA,
GPOP, etc.) to make all of the programs more effective. That they also

be expanded,so that more students can participate with better results.

6. That the Upward Bound Program and other successful projects be identified as

models and that their characteristics form the basis for evaluating future

project funding applications.

7. That efforts be made on the Federal level to create incentives (such as the

SSIG programs) for State and local goiernments to provide appropriate
information, preparation, counseling, and motivation regarding higher educa-

tion to Black students in their secondary schools.

8. That institutions which sponsor Upward Bound and other pedal services be
compelled to enroll and provide aid to a significant portion of their own

Upward Bound participants.

71
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Recommendations
Directed At:
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RECGRHEMATIONS

I. ACCESS/INCREASIND PARTICIPATION (cont.)

B. 1CoungtIlLiknatOWEAlgta ("nt.)

9. This is a critical need in view of the enormous saci 1 and academic pres-

sures noted by Black students at predominantly white universities. Univer-

sities should hire Black counseling personnel whose rsoul philosophies

permit them to help the students to be comfortable with their Black identi-

ties end their roots, and, at the same time, to function in the larger

university community.

10. An extensive informational system for high school and college counselors

and lay persons be devised to acquaint students with program changes, and

to make efforts aimed at matching students with programs of interest at

State schools.

RECOMENDATIOFS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

f

11. Criteria for institutional evaluation should encompass educational goals

and methodologies geared toward encouraging and maintaining diverse

approaches to higher education of students who have keen undereducated at

lower levels.

C. Admissions A Recruitment

1, That State level reviews be made of institutional a salons policies at

various types of institutions to determine the reasmns for the different

enroll sent rates for Black and majority students at ,universities versus

four-year colleges and two-year colleges. This could,te the responsibilitY

of the statewide planning commissions but given an impetus by the Federal

government. '7 3

2,9
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RECOMNENHATIANS

T. ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATICti (cont.)

C. Admissions & Recruitment (cont.)

RECOHNENOATIgNS VIA REPORTS

2. That colleges be encouraged to diAlop better recruitment methods for 1 2,3,9 x X

enrolling more Black students not only for direct entry into higher educe-

°,
tion generally, but into four year colleges or two -year colleges with the

potential for smooth transfer into four-year institutions.

3. Recruitment policies flow from admissions policies. Universities should 6 p1,2,9

seek out students from predominantly Black inner -city; schools as vigorously

as they recruit "preppies" and students from private pr suburban schools.

4. Admissions policies should continue to recognize an'obligation to admit 6 X1,2,9

Black students from underachieving inner-city high schools. Policies that

are formulated to admit only high achieving students who have been socia-

lized to fit the university's image will exclude the majority of Black youth.

5. Institutions of Higher Education need to be sensitive to and pay close

attention to recruiting Black students. Schedules should be arranged so

that Black schools are visited early in the recruitment process instead of

late or last, as is often the case.

6. Close communication with high school counselors should be maintained. Often 6 X1,2,9

counselors need to be persuaded to encourage students to apply to State or

select private universities. Counselors should also be encouraged to follow

up on students who are frequently slow in completing thefr applications.
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RECONIENDAT IONS

I. ACCIESS/INORE4ING PARTICIPATION (cont.)

C, Admissions I Recruitment (cont.)

7. That racial and economic biases be eliminated free the admissions Image and

that institutions increase Black representation at the faculty and &dotal -

42 strettve levels to enhance their awareness of the si tion facing Slack

. students.

8, Increase enrollment of Blacks in predominantly whit colleges and univer-

sities;

9. Increase enrollments at the historically Black coll yes and universities.

ID, In national interest -- Increase percent of Black students at secondary

level able to qualify for college and a greater variety of careers by takin

sciance and math, beginning at Junior high level. 1

11. Any policy involving ceilings on out-of-State studeets should neither be

uniformly applied in such a may as to lessen, the opportunities for Black

students to obtain and enforce their choice' institution attended nor

should it limit the role of the Black college in expanding the number of

Blacks and low - income students in higher education.1 2 1,3,9,10 X X

12, Admissions criteria for State institutions should not he uniform and.inflex-

ible, but should parallel the missions of the institutions and weigh

criteria, as appropriate, to ensure a diverse studedt body within the total

State system.
1,3,9 X
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RECOMENDAT IONS

I. ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION (cont.)

D. Testisig

1, That the Federal governmept immediately take steps to prevent the misuse of 1 2.5.9
so called competency and other standardized tests which discriminate against
Black youth and initiate research to measure the detrimental impact of such

sa
on Black students.

2. That the testing industry be made accountable and examinations be made 4 2,9 X

available after their use. That efforts to eliminate racial and economic
biases in test instruments be intensified and low-cost test-taking seminars

be sponsored by joint efforts of institutions and testing industry.

3. That testing be complemented with other criteria such as structured recom- 4 1,2,9 X

dendations in the assessment of Black students in the selection process:

a. Through the use of varied admissions criteria until such time
as equity exists; and

b. Through the extension of efforts such as the Simulated Minority
Admission Exercise (SMAE) of the Association of Merican Medical
Colleges and the Special Admissions and Curriculum Experimental
Program (SPACE) at Temple University, to heighten graduate and
professional school awareness of the value of non cognitive data
in the prediction of acadedic success.

4. With government encouragement and support, coordinated efforts between the
national testing services and BBC's should be initiated to get more Blacks

into the testing industry., NIE, EIS and ACT sponsorship and alliances
with Black graduate schools and special internship programs would be ways

79 of expanding Black involveme t in this area.

RECOMMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:
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RECOMRENDATIONS .

ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION (cont.)

Community and Junior Colleges
,

Increase funding to community colleges, specificall 'to increase bacvlau-

mto transfer programs for Black students.

9, Develop cooperative wont -study curricula within the -year college sector

end assure skills development in areas of high denial In the labor force,

3. That the Federal government place major emphasis on be su t of concrete

interactions (perhaps through appropriation of fundCfor -Title X)

between two- and four-year colleges within States 'Warder to increase the

number cf students Om are able to transfer from they wo-year to the four-

year college ifiVelo
1

4. Improve academic articulation between the two-year 4 d historically Black

four-year college.,

F. Graduate and ProfessIenal Schools

1. That the Federal Government and the U.S. Education D;partment Ld:',0 an activ

role in reversing the decline in graduate education by making it a priority

itesk at every stage of the decision-making process s,i that Black access is

the Accepted norm rather than the focus of special rams.

2. That graduate and professional schools assume the titiative for increasing

Black participation since theirs is the responsibility for selection.

S

RECOMMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:
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RE AMENDATIONS

ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION (cont.)

F. Graduate and Professional Schools (cont.)

RECOMMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

3. That undergraduate institutions develop programs to increase the awareness

4 of Black students who wish to continue on for gradate study and prepare

them to enroll in fields and profession: where Blacks are underrepresented.C]

These programs could be within the domain of an expanded TR'O program.

4. That Black faculty, administrators, and professionals assume greater roles

in making advanced education a viable option for talented students.

5. Provide more effective affirmative action activities and programs.

6. Increase the number of Blacks enrolled in full-time degree-seeking programs.

7. That graduate education ramain a high priority in the planning and budgeting

processes at Black institutions and that financial aid policies at Black

colleges ensure that graduate students get a proportional share of Federal/

State funds. That a more organic relationship be established within the

community of Black colleges, especially within science departments, to

attract more applicants and entrants of high quality.

8. That stronger restionships be established between Ph.D. degree granting

institutions and the 34 NBC's with masters programs to increase the number

of Blacks pursuing graduate/professional studies.

83
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RECOMMENDATIONS

ACCE4S/1NCRgASING PART1C1PATJOR (cant.)

F. Graduate and Professional_Schools (cont.)

RECOHNENOATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed A.:

Charter
Area

9. That greater opportunities be afforded Black students tq participate on mil 12.0 1,9,10,11

university research projects in fulfilling their grOuate assistantships.

These expanded opportunities will not only act as a recruitment tool to

acquire more Blacks for graduate study but will enhance the research capa-

bilities of the Black students. The Federal government can provide incen-

tives to major institutions competing for R&D grants and contracts to

encourage responsiveness to that goal.

10. That programs designed to increase the number of Blames in graduate /proles- '1 1 8 2,9,10,11

sional programs of study not be meshed with programi intended to serve other

underrepresented groups,

11. That all. professional and institutional associations composed of graduate

and professional school personnel and institutions with large graduate

programs place the declining status of Black participation on their agenda,

Groups such as the Association of American Universities, the National

Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges, the Council of

Graduate Schools, the American Association, for the Advancement of Science

and the key graduate and professional discipline associations were effective

in the early seventies in influencing the trends in a positive direction.

12. Federal efforts be made to upgrade existing graduate and professional pro-

grams at HOC's. Graduate and Professional Opportunity Program funds should

target fellelohlps and program development grants tq these institutIGnS.

85
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RECOMMENOATIONS

I. ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION (cont.)

G. WScientiklrecaisdiled01ftriLinlermgented

1, Develop programs increase Black participation in scientific and technical 15 & A 1,2,9,11

RECOMMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

.4
fla fields, modeled after successful programs started by fssociations and

industry.

2. That faculty and administrative staff at predominantly white insti4Jtions h.

become active in recruiting Black students into underrepresented fields.

3. That additional prG,:.;cts, similar to that proposed for the biomedical

sciences, be initiated.
1

4. That the alumni of-historically Black colleges use their stature as success

models to inspire Black students into diverse academic ...vas.

5. Black colleges, with the aid of Federal, State and local interests, launch

intensive counseling and academic programs for producing more majors in

underrepresented areas. Federal loan cancellation programs such as those

used for the teaching and health professions should be expanded to service

in other fields where Blacks are currently underrepresented, where manpower

needs are forecast for the future, and for service in the Black community.

8 7

1,2,9,11

A

1,2,9,11

1,2,8,9,10
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RECOMMENDATIONS

p y

I. ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION (cont.)

H. Student Financial Assistance , !

i..

I. Revise financial aid policies which respond to needs Of students from lower 5 A 8 1,2,89,

POO-econom14 level,.
t4
14 i

? With Olnck youth unemployment at a level of almost 00 percent, it is unreal-

istic to require that summer earnings be a part of students' yearly budgets,

Where the university Is able to assist its Black students to secure summer

lobs, then 'this requirement can and should be mc.
8

3. Freshmen should not be iced to take du in

RECONNINDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

jobs, Students file

quently cite the burden

-

o ng a job during tha freshman year.

4, Black students need greater financial assistance. Girls all of the univer-

sities studied provide financial assistance based need, students complain

of the inadequacy of the aid package, which usually consists of a combina-

tion of grants, loans and job earnino. Where possible universities should

provide greater amounts of grant money and fewer loins. in SFA packages.

5. That the Federal government undertake a study to determine the existence of

banking practices which have a negative impact on.minority applicants for

the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and, based on those findings, immediate-

ly take the necessary steps to correct this situation.

8 9

6. 2

8
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RECOMMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS
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I. ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION (cont.)

H. Student Financial Assistance (cont.)

6. That the Federal gqvernment increase the amount of total and individual
fellowships available to Black students for graduate/professional study to
enable increased participation and allow for full-tine study which will
result in a swifter production of graduates.

7. That the Federal government conduct a comprehensive review, across all 1 1,2,5

agencies, of the uses of fellowships, tralneeships, and research assistant-
ships within grants.

8. Contingency funds should be available to help Black, students meet financial 6 2,8

emergencies.

9. Provide more access for Blacks to sources of funding for graduate and post- 2,8,10

doctoral study.

10. That graduate and professional schools include more Blacks in the institu-
tional sources of support, especially research and teaching assistantships,
and that special effort be made to make talented Black undergraduates aware
of the various sources of financial assistance.

,8,9,10

11. That the proportion of private fellowships/grants awarded to Blacks be
enlarged until such time that the percentage of Blacks in professional and
graduate study approaches parity with whites.

91

8,10

1,2,8,10,11
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I. ACCESSilinfASIND PARTICIPATION (cont.)

H. Student Financial Assistance (cont.)

12. Provide supplemeotrl funding to Black graduate s is to enable them to

qm complete their programs in a normal time frame.

RECOHHERDAT1ONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

2

vo
C

910

13, Increase u rtunities for fellowships and research 3.d teaching assistant- 5 2,8,10

ships for ach students,

14. That the Federal government provide better coordinat oe in their financial

assistance programs and provide incentives for States aid other entities to

do the same.

15, That the Federal government review the manner in which financial aid is

packaged to determine if there are ways of increasing the access of Blocks

through improved financial assistance.

16. That the Federal government monitor the use of student financial aid funds

to support profit-making institutions at the expense of the very students

the programs are intended to sere and consider special rulemaking due to

the difference between these institutions and traditional higher education

institutions.

93
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I. ACCESS/INCREASING PARTICIPATION (cont.)

M. Student Financial Assistance (cont.)

17. Financial aid policies reflect a sensitivity to the unique roles and missions
of institutions. It may be necessary to use a variety of financial aid
formulas to adjust for these differences across institutions and student

RECOMMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

Ch types so as not to put any group of students or institutions in an unfavor-
able position. Where BEOG half-cost provisions penalize poorer students in
their efforts to finance an education they should be waived.

18. Federal funds for campus based programs should be apportioned to States not
on the basis of the relative number of persons enrolled in higher education,
but on the proportion of low-income students enrolled

19. Administrative allowances should be appropriated to institutions per student
receiving Basic Grants and that similar arrangements be made for campus based
Federal financial aid programs. This allowance shouldbe in addition to,
rather than part of, allocations for student needs.

20. Federal sources should assist institutions with large financial aid accounts
to institute management and accounting systems and provide on-site technical
assistance for this purpose.

35

2,8

2,8

2,7,8

2,7,8



RECOMERDATteris

II. RETP0100 AND PANAMA

A. Stff)eafeler vices

RECOHNIMATION5 VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Pirected At:

I. Increase funding lOvOs In academic support services et the first two-years 5 A 8 2 8 9 11

of 040c4144reete troining, with particular esphasis thp first six months.

2. nurint, the freshman year, students should be given c tinuing access to 6 2,9

academic, tutorial and counseling resources that are part Of or sisilar to

the precollege programs.

3. Provide more effective academic and psychological fiu port systems for Black

students at traditionally whits institutions.

4. Broadly disseminate the successful programs which have demonstrated

increases in student retention.

5. Provide services for the special needs of Black students with children.

a. That the legitimacy of apecial programs whose functiOn has not yet been

served be enhanced by hiuher education institutions and that Black students

and faculty not be regarded as special features but r integral components

of the academic community.

7. Universities should be encouraged to institute or ce4tinue special pre-

college programs... which provide. academic assistance during the summer

before freshmen enroll, Students with poor seconded( backgrounds are likely

to need help in mathematics, reading, and writing. They are also likely

to need instruction on how to study.

97 4.
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RECOMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

RECCMMENDATIONS

U. RETENTION AND GRADUATICH (cont.)

B. Collaboration between Students and Staff

I. Universities should encourage and provide mechanisms for more contact 6 2,9

03 between Black students and the general faculty, particularly professors
4

under whom Black students are currently studying. Such contact could come
in the form of personal conferences, lunch or dinner with the professor and
groups of students, or other creative patterns.

2. Black professionals should develop mechanisms for direct and continuous
contact with Black students. Some Black faculty and a ,inistrators will
require similar sensitizing to that advocated for their white colleagues.
Black faculty and administrators ought to see their roles as academicians
or administrators who serve the total university population, but, beyond
that, as Black men and women who have an additional obligation to serve as
models, mentors, and friends of Black students. 6 2,9 X

X

3. Universities should consider instituting teaching seminars, group discus-
sions, or lectures and seminars in Sink culture to help administrators,
facul ties, and staffs become mare aware of Black students' needs and how to

satisfy them.

2,9 X

4. Provide ongoing orientation of white administrators and faculty to the 5 & 8 (2,9 X

special needs of Black students.

9 9
ZU
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RETENTION AND GRADUATION (cont.)

RECOMENDRTIGIS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

Li

0. Collaboration between Students and Staff (cent,)

6. University presidents and other high ranking acbrlpi tutors should take the

lead in helping their faculties to be more effective in teaching Black

students. Such a process Is likely to involve mcny actors:

--awareness of racial attitudes and preferences;

--reexaminetion of curricular content;

--assessment of teaching strategies; and

--reexamination of assumptions' about who should be served by the university,

who "fits" the university's rage, and what social or racial character-

istics are necessary for the good of the university,

6. Black students should receive an orientation to the university that helps

thee to:

--feel that they deser'e to be at the university, 0

actions to the contrary;

e attitudes or

_understand the academic expectations of the university and learn early on

how to go about satisfying those expectations;

--plan personal goals, which may be in keeping with 'or in addition to the

goals of the university; and

101

2,9
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RECOMNENATIONS

II. RETENTION AND GRADUATION (cont.)

B. Collaboration between Students and Staff (cont.)

--learn how to locate resources that can be used to patisfy academic, social

psychological and economic needs.

RECOMENDATIOIIS VIA REPORTS +.
Recommendations

Directed At:

CO
CO 7. Universities should encourage, not discourage, Black student awareness of

their heritage in all of its pos:tive aspects. Black students need their

own organizations and cultural activities as important means to deal with

hostile environments and ensure the development of healthy attitudes toward

themselves and other Black people.

2.9

B. Leadership should be exercised to end harassment of lack students by campus

security personnel or local police.

9. Student and faculty exchange programs with research and doctorate-granting

universities and with professional schools should be intensified.

III. HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

A, 121411L1119112111L111!ElaaillEM12TIL

1. That institutional development be given a high priority in Federal

tives involving Black colleges and that development efforts be supported by

Federal, State and private sources.

2. Build endowmentt; at the historically Black colleges and universities (NC's)

1(13
4.

2,9

1,2,9,10

3,8,11

8,11

1 )4



RECOMMENDATIONS

III. HISTORICALLY RACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (cont.

A. Institutional Assistance/Enhancement (cont.)

3. That Federal agencies with missions paralleling e of the INIC's evidence 2 3,8

appreciable increases in funding and placeMent of grams and activities

at these institutions.
,

4. Provide mere Federal funds for additional faculty t aining, librery 5 3,8,11

materiels and laboratory equipment, curriculum plan ing, physical plant

development, and scholarship funds at the H8C's.

5, That the Federal government recognize the administrotive burden placed on 1 3,8,11

institutions with large numbers of students on finapcial aid and make allow-

ances in the SFA programs to a level based on analysis of real costs as in

the case of indirect cost calculations. Further, that these allowances

should be in addition to, rather than part of, the pllocations awarded based

on student needs.

6. Government agencies (e.g., Department of Agriculture) take responsibility 2 3,8,11

for past inequities in funding to Black land-grant institutions and begin to

address this inequity by increasing funding and implementing special pro -

grams aimed at furthering the rural misdions of these institutions, and

increasing the nuwber of graduates in agriculture-related fields. Further,

Black land-grant institutions should be used as sites for Federal labora-

tories and training stations.

BECOMENDATITS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

a.

be

() 5 16
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RECOMMENDATIONS

V

III. HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (cont.)

A. Institutional stanhjynnit (cont.)

1. That the historically Black colleges be provided with funding to expand

their present graduate programs and 4nstitute programs in new fields to

assist in increasing the number of Blacks pursuing graduate study and
N3

expand the pool of highly competitive entrants to Ph.D. programs and law

and medical schools.

8. That the Federal government provide incentive grants to encourage institu-

tions to train Black graduate students in areas with no or low Black facult

representation based on State and regional assessments or need.

9. Federal agencies should recognize the speCial urban mistions o? many BBC's

and utilize these institutions in urban problem solving.

10. Increase research and development funds to the NBC's through specific

set asides.

11. That each Federal agency commit itself to the principles outlined in the

Executive Order on Black colleges.

12. Improve participation of HBC's in all Federal agency grant programs and

increase funding levels.

REOMMENDATIONS YiA REPORTS
WIIPMENIMIN=10.0

Recommendations
Directed At:

$8,91,10

1.2.3,8

5 &8

13. Assist in making HBC's centers for regional and local economic and social 5&8

development.

(Yi

3,8 X X

3,8 X

1
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RECOPWIENCATIONS

III. HISTORICALLY PACKCUERO AND UNIVERSITIES (cent.)

ntli

RECOHNENPATION$ VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At;

A. 19.--....-9511d1341°1181,1511EStifelarEgAtft
(cont.)

14. Develop 14WIS to increase faculty renewal at the h storically Black college

Prearoms are needed to assist HOC faculty in obtailln$ docterotes.

of services
15. 511 .,;,,,hen the Title III assisting agencies for better delivery

t ';'(

16, Title III of the Higher Education Act should be ma

benefit of Black colleges and universities.

17. State planning efforts should consider the unique

both public and private and their present and po

sent of Black college graduates Statewide. Where

differential impact on the Black sector they shout

interest of the Black communities which these inst

tical/y serve,

18. Cost-of-instruction subsidies should be provided b

tional costs related to compensatory services bass

enrollment in need of these services.

19. "Catch up' aid over and beyond State budget formul

Bloch colleges to balance out past discriminatory

be used for updating curricular programs, acquirin

library and media holdings, and providing for endo

109

explicitly for the

3,0,9

istories of the H8C's,
tiel role in the develop-
iform policies have
be altered in the best

tutions characteris-!

States to cover midi-
upon the proportion of

s should be provided to

ding. Such aid could

equipment, facilities,
d chairs and the like.

X
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RECOWENDATIONS

OPT

RECOHNENDATIOUS VIA REPORTS
=11=1

Recommendations
Directed At:

111. HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (cont.)

A. Institutional Assistance/Enchancement (cont.)

20. All States should allocate matching funds for Federal work-study progress

so that institutions with large numbers of lost- income students are not

forced to use operating funds for,this purpose.

2,8

21. Program continuation policies shotild not be uniform throughout State system

but should considei the characteristics of students at a given institution

in terms of length of time needed fro- degree completion and financial

resources available to students.

22, Title III funds should be used to help institutions plan for and develop

programs to further a well defined mission and purpose. In so doing,

institutions could begin to impact the appropriate funding sources concor-

dant with this focus.

23. Efforts to ensure that NBC's are given a fair opportunity to participate i

Federal contract and grant programs need to be enforced and maintained.

1,2,8

1,2,7,8

D. Desegregation

1. We recommend that (1) the Education Department review its desegregation

criteria to determine their implications for the survival and enhancement of

public Black colleges... That such a review result in rewriting the criteria

to assure that Black colleges are not deleteriously affected.

11 1
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RECommaaTH VIA WORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

RECOMMENDATIONS

HISTORICALLY BLACK alums AND UNIVERSITIES (cent

B. Desegregation

?. Develop new concepts of desegregation that cease the discosiel of whether

Black colleges should exist and work toward increasins Black leadership in

03
higher education. a

cm

3. In efforts to desegregate State higher education systems, emphasis should

be geared toward ensuring that Black public instituttons are, within the

parameters of their respective missions, fully prepared to serve as educa-

tional resources for all citizens in their tmeediate communities and States

in particular and In the Nation in general.

4. Additional other race enrollment in Black collegeslrequired through &segre-

gation efforts should not produce a decrease in the number of Blacks i.

normally enrolled, but should result in a total increase in institutioral

enrollment. Federal and State agencies should carefully monitor the

desegregation process to determine the effect on Black enrollment and

attainment levels In Adams States and other States itto which desegregation

edicts are leveled, and to prevent erosion of Biecki enrollnent.

11 :3

6,1

67

3,6,7 9.
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RECCINNENDATIONS

IV. INCREASING BLACK PROFESSIONALS

A. Institutional Issues

1. Universities should recruit and hire more Black facility, administrators,

and staff to serve as models of achievement and to by resources to assist

stu4fipts with their problems. Both Black students and Black faculty/admin-
CO
CM strIfors cited this as the most important solution to the problems Black

students face.

2. Universities should hire Black counseling personnel *lose personal philo-

sophies permit them to help the students to be comfortable with' their Black

identities and their roots, and, at the same time, to function in the larger

university community.

3. That majority white institutions examine their total response to Black

students' needs (including finances to meet those needs) and increase the

number of Flacks in faculty and administrative positions to provide support

and reduce alienation for the students.

4. Investigate and devise means of achieving equity for Black faculty and staff

in appointments, promotions, tenure, and salaries.

5. Increase the representation of Blacks in positions which carry broader

responsibilities within the higher education institutions.-

6. Assure that the racial composition of newer predominantly Black college

staff more closely reflects the racial composition of their student bodies.

115

RECOMMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS1=1
Recommendations

Direlted At:

2,9 X

2,9 X

2,8,9 X

10,11 X

11 X

9,11
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RECOMMENDATIONS

IV. INCREASINR 'LACK PROFESS1ONALS(cont,)

CO

A, Institutional Issues (cont.)

BEST COPY
;1

RIC T10S VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

-1

7. Create eihlro ate mechanisms for the exchange of faculty and admipistraters

between lilac and white Institutions. A similar me

schools and collet" would be advantageous.

8, College presidents should be encouraged to look at

to determine if there are actions which they cap to

sence of Black academic personnel.

9, Develop mechanisms for faculty deVelopment et the NBC's.

10. The difference in composition of Black and white faculty and administrators

in the various levels of 'higher education in this country oust be con-

fronted.

11, Recruit Black faculty (for predominantly white
institutions) whose highest

degree is at the master's level and provide support for their pursuit of

the doctorate degree.

itetweeit'1110N

heir hiring precticas
to increase the pre-

11.7

2,9,11

11

3,5

518 10,11

X

X

X

X
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RECORMENDATIONS

V. INCREASING BLACK PROVESSIONALS (cont.)

B. Higher Education Governance

I. The vancancies on governing boards, nationally, which are usually unfilled

at any one time should be immediately filled by underrepresented groups.

00 Where a past record of discrimination can be documented in appointing
00 board members to public institutions, the Office for. Civil Rights should

Inwork with the States n rectifying the situation. Itivate institutions

should be encouraged to similarly fill vacant board slots with minority

persons.

RECONNENDATICIS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

11
o1 tAb

2. Academic governing Boards tend to be made up from a limited pools unduly

influenced by the political process and entrenched in the "good old boy"

system. Under such a system, few Masks can expect to be ushered into the

system. Groups such as the National Urban League, the Congressional Black

Caucus, National Association for Equal COpertunity ip Higher Education, and

other ethnic-oriented and concerned groups are encouraged to develop direc-

tories of Blatks who can serve on such boards. Such lists should receive

wide dissemination.

V. RESEARCH AND EQUITY

C,7,11

A. Data Collection

I. Utilize Black researchers to assist in the redefinition of the types of data

needed to support an assessment of equity for Blacks in higher education and

the types of analyses required to monitor equity.

4,5,6,7

X



' RECOMMENDATIONS

V. RESEAPCP AND gclurri (coots)

A. Data Collection, (cone,)

2. Include retention dote oil Black students in data collection efforts in

higher oducotion.

BEST COPY

RECOl14 nap VIA RE TS

RecommendaMns
Directed At!

4,5

.6,7

4,6,6,7

4.6,7

co
3, Research the Policies of funding Black students at the undergraduate and

graduate levels. .

4. Further research should be done to more 44-quately Wilmette the problem

with respect to the untlerrepresentation of Blacks pt,policy levels.

5, That the federal government (within its own information systoos or through

the support of academic or privately based research ;enters) systematically

assure the collection and analyses of data by race and sex it elementary

secondary, and higher education rs a means of monitoring Black progress in

higher education.

6. That the educational research arm of the Federal government (NIE) adequately 14,7

respond to the equity issues related to the education of Black Americans

overall.

7. The U. S. Education Department should require annualldata from colleges end ,3,9
universities, to give accurate information by race/ethnicity, on such

matters as &wages in admissions policies, recruitment procedures, numbers
of applicants and admissions, and attrition at all levels.

121
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BEST C PY

RECOHNENDATIr VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

v. RESEARCH AND EQUITY (cont.)

B. Establishment of Research Centers

I. That the Secretary of Education move expeditiously to seek funding for and 7&8 4,5,6,7 X X

establish two National Centers for Black higher Education Research and
Development (at Howard University and Atlanta University) with responsi-

bility for advising the Secretary and the research community as to the

detailed implementation of policy on national data collection on Black

higher education. That NIE be funding source. i

4

2. That more policy research centers be established to focus on the issues

relating to the participation of Blacks in higher education, either through

NIE's auspices or in combination with other related Federal programs such

as NSF, HOES, OCR, and the Census Bureau. These centers must be staffed

and headed by those sensitive to the policy issues slating to Blacks.

3. Institutions such as NBC's, with strong success records with high-risk 4,5,6,7 X X

students and exemplary programs in compensatory education and alternate

learning styles, become sites for future educational 'research labortories.

4. That a special effort be made to identify predominantly Black institutions 3 4,5,6,7 X X X X

where major research on the educational needs of Blacks can be conducted.

5. That foundations increase their support to existing institutes having as X

their mission the study of problems related to the educational needs of

Blacks.

4,5

123



RECEIVIENDATIONS

BEST

REC *1 'TIONS VIA REPONTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

V. RESEARCH AND Son"( (coati

C. Increasien of Black Researchers
. ,

I. That publishere 04 editors of educational books aid ipurnale be urged to
recognize that research by Blacks on the educaticeel problesss of sleeks is

important Mgt only to the largest minority in the IlaVen.but else to the

Nation as a whole end, therefore, warrants more equitable treatment in their

publications.

2, At the base of the problee of un sentation of ,Blacks in research is 4 5 10

the fact that so few Blacks receive = doctorate an4 thus become squall-.

fie to do research, further study should be done in this Issue.

3. That graduate schools in easjoruniversities, especially the research univer- 4,5,10

sines, re-examine their attitudes regarding research relating to the educa-

tional problems and needs of Blacks both with respect to research offered

in partial fulfillment of the requirement for doctorall degrees and as a

criterion for the promotion of Mack faculty.

4. Develop mechanises to support scholarly and research 'careers, In recognition

of extraordinary teaching, advising, and service demands placed on Black

faculty.

5, Increase the involvement of Blacks in research and data acquisition projectsl 6 495

particularly where the focus is on topics relating to Black people.

sThe National Institute of Education,, national of Health, National 4,5

Academy of Sciences, or i National Science Foundation should begin a joint

undertaking to fill the gap in the Black research tolkforce.

125 1 126
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V. RESEARCH AND EQUITY (cont.)

BED COPY

RECOHNENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At

C. Increasing Participation of Black Researchers (cont.)

7. That specific steps be taken to increase the pool of: Black policy reseasche 3 4 S 10.11 X X

MD a. Through a program of fellowships limited to disciplines

that provide training for researchers.

b. Through special programs, mainly at the doctoral'level

whose purpose is to develop competent researchers.

c. Through expanding efforts of the experimental Program for

Opportunities in Advanced Study and Research in Education of

NIE and through the development cf these special programs

in Federal agencies.

8. That steps be taken by the Secretary of Education to support a program to 1 4,5,10,11

increase the pool of Black polfiy researchers by: !

a, Establishing internships within each of the Federal research

or allied research agencies for training purposes.

b. Providing a program of funding to colleges to set up training

programs by establishing academic institutes at five regional

college graduate institutions.

c. Seeking funding through NIE to set up regional education policy

research graduate programs (institutes).

127 to



V. RESEARCH ANP may (4 t,) t

C. Incrfsina Parttapetion of Black Researchers (cont.)

d. Monitoring treditional research funding sources to More

their sensitivity to the policy research Interests and

need; of Black Americans.

9. Develop pool of Black researchers through a differe4 concept of funding

and set - asides in existing progress.

10. That specific steps be taken to increase the pool of Blacks who are comp

tent to conduct policy research en questions relating to the educational

needs of Blacks.

11. That the funding sources, especially the departments .and agencies of the

Federal government end the major foundations re-oxamlne their grant pattern

and procedures with respect to equity and fairness wlare research related

to the education of Blacks Is concerned.

COPY

RECOMMENDAT1COS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Otreoted At;

.4 .

AP

129

4 5 10,111

4,5,10,11

4,5,10,11
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RECOMMENDATIONS

VI, IMPACTING POLICY

A. Federal Level

RECOMMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations
Directed At:

1. That the Committee receive a r ffirmation of its mandate from the Secrete (aU)

of Wealth, Education, and Welfare, the Assistant Seiretary for Education,

1: and the Commissioner of Education, and that this affirmation be exemplified

by immediately providing staff and financial resources above the level

aPthorize4 in the Charter since so much time has elapsed since its incep-

tion.

2. Increase the number of Black staff at responsible levels comparable to

grade 14 and above in the Federal system and excepted appointments in

management and research administration.

3. Educate and sensitize government agency personnel to assist in the destruc-

tion of widespread stereotypes and misinformation regarding Black partici-

pation in higher education.

4. The Federal government, in particular the Office of ?Personnel Manage-

plenty, should establish procedures which (1) allow for timely monitoring of

the hiring and promotional practices of individual agencies, and (2) broad-

en its recruitment areas for Federal service to those areas which

traditionally include large numbers of Blacks, i.e., Black colleges, Black

service groups, etc. Likewise non-Civil Service (Schedule C) and other

political appointments should reflect the racial composition of the society

and the concerns of Black America.

131
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RECCOINENDATIONS

yl. MAMBO POLICY (cast,)

A. Federal Level (cont,)

BEST COPY

RECOMENDA11016 VIA tifPORTS

Recoemendations
Directed At:

5. Me PACE (Professional Administrative Career Exas) id be eliminated as

. more i
the = cojar entry 00 profeseial Federal service, AS It treditionallelimi

oll but e small percentage of Blacks who take t,GA equitable

OM system involving cqlture free evaluation criteria grad be sought 630 abed.

6. VevelOp cepecity building mechanisms.
.

i

11 ..

7. Congress should appropriate a cost of education supplement to institutions Z 60,11

servicing disproportionately large webers of high risk end underprepared

students to offset additional cost to the institution of remedial and

special services required by such students,

B. State /Local Level
.

1. The Federal Elections COUSISSIOn .- The monitoring o. election pulleys of 7 5.7,1.1

IVITIFFalsa-T17nocassouM be accelerated to ke sure that legal bar.

Hers to the exercise of voting rights are not beta plead before Blacks.

The Comuission oA Civil Rights should hold public Marino designed to get

iTrea".ems faced by Blacks initiallizIng the ballot.

1
Black

Civic gro should wort vigorously to register more,k voters and
ups

instruct them how to us.i the ballot in their own in rests.

133



RECOMMENDATIONS

PPqril COPY

RECOMMENDATIONS VIA REPORTS

Recommendations ,

Directed At:

VI. IMPACTING POLICY (cont.)

B. Stats/Local Level (cont.)

2. That each State, om a periodic basis be encouraged to prepare a comprehen-
sive assessment of the needs of Blacks in education which should form the
backdrop against which educational policy designed to meet the educational
needs of Blacks can be measured.

3. That the Statewide governance structures be so constituted as to include

Blacks at all policymaking levels and in all.policynalcing bodies.

C. AffijAgsessativeActior

6,7,11

6,7,11

1. We recommend that the National. Association for Equal 'Opportunity in Higher
Education (NAFEO) set as a priority the monitoring/of the pace of afftnaa-
tive action in all of the human resource areas. Immediately, NAFEO should
take the lead in working with. other Black groups to establish a national
directory of Black human resources which can be used by groups seeking
qualified Black human resources.

2. Efforts should be made to encourage affiraative action pro asus;; in the pri-
vate sector -- not only their establishment but also their vigorous pursuit
of equal opportunity goals. There should be a monitoring mechanism for
scrutinizing the appointment of staff persons associations in order to
insure a larger Black participation. 'Much can be done through utilization
of several key strategies:

6,7,11

135
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VI. INFAcTiNO micy twat.)

C, Ilffirrative kilo /Civil Rights Imes (cont.)

a. exposing the Osseo or limited presence of BleCtose,

b. encouraging netwerhieg ;song Block preffissionalSV

c, * king ore post-doctoral Ind other special trolling

programs for Black professionals, and

0, enlarging the numbers of Blacks in graduate and professional

programs.

3. The foundations should more effectively use Black interest croups in order

to;

a. identify Bleck persons qualified to fill open slots. and

h. lidentify issues to which they should respond whtcp have

relevance for Black higher Wootton.

*. The Office for Civil Rights should be given the legal! authority and encou-

raged to pursue not only those States which practiced de segregation

but also those with a past history, of de facto segregarir #s well.

5. That steps be taken wherever necessa to assure appropriate representation

of Blacks on the administrative staffs and boards of educational organiza-

tions that make and administer educational policies, 1:

RECCONEWITiONS,VIA REPORTS
111mBlasne

Recommendation*
Directed At:

!d: '-., =

r.

1 3 7

6,7 11

1,6,7 ®9w11

8
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PART II - Specific Recommendations made via Correspondence

The tabular presentation of correspondence sent is listed in chronological order.

Each entry listed notes the date, addressee, subject of the correspondence,

related Charter area(s), and any response to the recommendations made. The

Committee often used correspondence on issues which had same urgency and required

immediate communication regarding the particular subject. The attached summary

table lists the various issues that were addressed in the correspondence and the

number of times a letter was sent which focused on any aspect of that particular

issue.

139 RFS n
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SUMMARY TABLE

PART II - SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS VIA CORRESPONDENCE

Number of correspondence on particular issue*

ISSUE 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Bakke 1

Committee extension, resources, 3 1 1 3 2

Charter functions

Title III . 2 3 2 1 1

Student Financial Assistance . 2 2 2 1 1

Adams States - 1 - 1 2 -

New Department of Education / 1 2 -

Special Programs - TRIO, GPOP,
Titles IX 5 X of the Higher Ed, Act

abet..,_

. . 2 1 - .

President's Directive on Black

Colleges a 2 a

On general role of HBC's 1 1 2

Minority Institutions Science
Improvement Program (MISIP) VIO 41

Transition Team 1

Blacks in decision-making
positions al a me 1 ,f* 1

College Endoment Funding Plan
(CEFP) a a a ON a 1

Data collection a 1

* Some correspondence addressed more than one issue.

14 0
99
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t 10

00/14/71 limershlo Joseph A, $010006 Jr.
Setl, $44144 tosollow

gram.

that they filo as am

the Socrotary for
Attorney Sunni and the

teethe

to Import of the
use.

07/03/79 Namarable Jesopi A. telifeeop
sec raters. 10.N.1.11.

Q2/115/111 0r, grout t, byer
Commissions? of Idoestlen

facamanded eatessiso of Committoo
Charter to allow for too toll pars
of operettas With adman'

Strissed said far personas
fiamcial mown.

1. liespeose (doted 0/111011) MAI Ora Non gert7
to fammittas torrespoodamo of February 3 aid
Nay 3 rawest* the atomism of the Darter.
fir, liorrp recommended the preparation of papers

to 030.00 the comsItlfs 'II 100 and urged Sacral-
tory CalifaM a$ OPPrOssi,

Dartar reload"thromple Dammikr 22, 1979 by
Callfano, um

latter dated 100943/791.00=10t1our SOW
acknowledged realist of setter not*. the mod
for additional romemes. Issues *Osamu%
etc.) cited will he Uchida fp Mars discos-
slams with Ors. Place aid ilayt,

, Is a Uttar (dated 01/13/71) ietrotsry Celifeno
& t intarand tks Canalitas twit he hod assiwa

Assistant Sacra/try lorry to consider tU use of
existing grant programs to *moorage State sys-
hos to soot Moral 'Menses.

03/07/1. lbnorablo Joseph A. Col ifeme, Jr. Ileraooded *fidelity enteoraimeast to
So:rotary. 9.11.9.11. States oftiottotio, lo good filth

as. tovolopial oustblo plaits;
primi y altemtlem of

discrsetfiniery fonds or Is the ataritag
of competitive greats an4 its.
for maples

141
EST OPY AVAILABLE
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03/07/78

04/11/78

04/11/18

04/11/78

iticasumailatS VIA comsrmanct

BEST COPY

sacra t4,48,11.0:

Or. Ernest L. Sayer
Commissioner of Education

. le the efle of tho biptorically
Blatt colleges ead 'adversities,
the Federal parotid should bear
some of implemintatioecosts,

i

Ica
Impact of delay In Setting cies- 6,71112

lag ate for accepting appl time
sad making awards under the Sasic
Institutional Develspamet Program
(KEA Title III). itecomeeeded ta-
ttooed ma of existing procedures,

Honorable Joseph A, Califam, Jr. Coscanis rding the impact of

Secretary, 0.11.1.11. the proposed Deperbeat of lama-
time on Slack knericam equality
of educational opportunity, end
civil rights activities, such as
affirmative action mod desegregati
Recommended the development of a
comprehensive national policy to
',grantee, and vigorously *leant
a moves to advance equal educe.
tignal opportunity whether or not a
sew Department of Education is
established.

Z. ttoon40
hive Pr. Mary F. Sorry dpted 09/07/1---

committee's letter discussing the potentia
tapcct of Federal grants and contracts on desegre.
patios plans in higher education. Or. Berry

briefly outlined the coordination of grant review
procedures to States to assure that awards are
consistent with the law sad Federal policy.

is a letter (dated 01/08/78) Or. Boyer outlined OE's
plans for resolving the problem of delay. lie assign-

ed highest priority to processing applications for
PT 1578 funds and planned to notify current grantees
by telephone of their FT 1978 status by aid or late

June. The institution mold be reimbursed at the
time funds became available for expanses incurred
between data of telephoto notification (or data grant
activity is scheduled to begin, whichever is later)
and data official award document is stead.

6,7 Letter from Secretary Celifsoo (dated 07/03/78)
expressing support regarding Committee's stated can-
cers about the continued commitment of the Agency to
equal educational opportunity in the wake of 0E

reorganization. Cited recommendations that civil
rights enforcement will have a high priority in
developing the structure for the new department.

Honorable Joesph A, 41Ifano, Jr. Opposition to tuition tax credits,

Secretary, 0.8.E.W. support of Adeinistrefloo's proposal
to revise family Income ceilings of
present programs to respondsto inpad
of taflatioe, and opposites to any
diminution of current studat Man,.
cial aid funds.

14 3

2,6,7,S8 In a letter (dated 06/22/78) Secretary Callfano
anowledged receipt of sod expressed thanks for

ittee's letter supporting the Administration's

sition opposles tottion_tax credits and expressing
renewed cOmmiUMNII SWeat financial assistance.

1.4 4
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Mr. Sillies lltren
Active Chief gists &Age
?olio Suttee, *Whiles 0
pal icy sad harem OeSelellesel

Sure* 0 Stalest fissectel
Assistaact

Por

BEST 47,1011?157

geceemends4 chase' ts proposed
tacheical amendessgs be Basic
tlenel Opportunity Oral Segol0

1. Isceueseded that the effect vs
data far saw requirements logillieg

- With -holdieg of Patents

lestitettmes respoesible t0 si
Mane of telermsties SC SOS

delayed min one pear after the
aysilabiltty of the minion
five cast allowance.

40414

2. Supported regulations leg

retypiremmet of GEO or high 1

diploma fr.,- participating sliedestS

applicable to poltergeist, :

schools.

3. Advocated naguage fe the *oral
Previsions gauntlets Pension,
to Student Aisistance
:bat "fund cat off" ve:e11114:
program would sot result Settle
end to all federal assisitaace
ping to as institution.

09/1207d

t--0
t%)

Xocarabla Jalvb A. CaDifano, Jr.
Sava-glary, 0.14.!.11.

145

Gemmel rectemeedatioes rowdies the
historically Slack atingle', Wending
lea tore support by the Department,
use of factual base regardia these
lestitutions, %creased sensitivity
sad support is the develop rest 0
policies, support to institutions to
Increase access god retention of

black studeets, sad a core pcsi9ve

Heal mastless far the Pell Scots
1105) seethe 440.41 published 12/31/80,

it Is 110 Sres10104 ftr 0 60141-

. Retsina in the 1010 regulations.

flail legolstlseS ter Studeet Assistesce
Sastre) Prowls's** 112/3(/$01. 11460.14-7p

contains leavego Ott offers the possibility
of a cut-lifter all litIO IV stettet assis-
taco Nods skald oa imstitutime be laved
in violation of My regmlatioas or laws.

No written renpentoS.
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1Z1Z1118 pr. Anita F. Allen filet.

04M179 Wearable Aoseph A. celifen, Jr.
5scritirl 0.31,11
Or. Awry F. Berry
Assistant Secretary for frncathse

Or. Freest 1. toyer
Toomissioeer of tdecotloo

06/19/7, lkeorable Joseph A. Callfasegliar.
Secretary. 0.11.E.11.

147

aut000tiallooS VII

. MI.

Subject Meter
Ante

that weld protect the lot t}

of the NIC's;

4. adding sentence to IBM
t,

that specifies that common
low41cleotIon Is is hit 4.1411

eddies a specific Ihtleg as,
paras

Wham
agraph Id)/ In sixties) 1411.31

G. &lotto§ paragreph (e)(3) aI
section 169.53 tying Titles it

aid IV together; and

7. Win to intim 1611.33 A /

paragraph fe)
ei

perivitttug

cetlees at U M m or during 4
grant period if deemed miceseors.

Ammitharizatioe recommendation fir
Stolen financial Assistance, credoste

:410, area Dentopieg lestitugri
sad trofessinal OpportunliV

Programs. The Committoe recommeeda-
tins stressed that the mew legisla-
tile; proposals and regulations should
support rather them slaw progress
toward mpol edwcattoo apportion.

Letter transmits's* resolution pissed
oaaatmously hy the Comedttee at
Integer institute, Alabama on June 4,

lie
lopes.

1144110044f

HIC's 464 WM tattoo to do so.

. and adagios woe mode to }!corporate the
caaciPt 41 Velostery perticipetioa.

g s a c haella sale al ON woods that antics
1159.3!(4)(6) tekos giro of this concern.

. no change made In this regard.

. 4 paragraph ilizes added allowing further
assistance end of a grant period and
dui's* a grant period Orwell consortia.

$ lo s letter dated (04/14/19) Commisslomer toyer
ociaawledged receipt of the COseittee's recomeal-
Wass for the renthoriteties of the higher
F4Wcatioe Act emenissiemer Boyer welcomed the
Committee's ere point as metiers related to
Jul. II!, the Sfeclal Prowess, and Studeat

finneial Assistance.

individual recommendation by the Coaeitte were

not addressed speciffeen.

11,7,8 8 1. la his letter (dated 07/30/791 Secretary
Califano %tweed the Coselttee of his belief
that the ode regulation proposed by the

148



Date

09/12/18

To

ItECOMAIWAlitial VIA CGAIIISPONALACI

Subjec

Secretary, D.H.E.U. cent.

10/17/78 Dr. Ernest L. toyer
Commissioner of Education

12/28/78 Dr. Anita F. Allen
Acting Director, Division of
Insiltuilonal Development

149

portrayal of these lestitutions in
future directives or statements.
(Followwp letter on 0$/03/70 SWUM
Wyse* Secretary Catnap eed
Committee members.)

Requested approval end implementation
of seeded financial end personnel

resources.

Recommendations on changes to the
proposed regulations for the Strenth-
ening Devalopiss hstItutions Program
(HEA Title III) to prevent an adverse
impact of such regulatiwns on the
historically Slack colleges.

tarter
Area

6612

Specifically the Committee recommended:

1. deleting section 169.17(e) items

1, 2, 3 on the grounds that it
permitted too such Federal
intrusion is institution's con-
cerns;

2. removing duplicative language from
section I69.12(d);

3. adding language to section 169.4

(b)(c) and a new paragraph id)

BEST COPY

**spews.

in a letter dated(11/25/78) Commissioner Boyer
acknowledged receipt of letter and announced
approval of the $130,000 (non-staff) budget.
Letter also authorized eleven positions for the
Committee. Attachments specify status and
expenditures. Vacancies will remain open until
personnel "freeze" eases.

The final rules for Title III published 63/30/79
provide the response to Committee recommendations:

1. no change made In rules because the require-
ment was governed by statute.

. duplicative language was removed.

. no change was made on the grounds that the

Comissioner has considered the special needs

150
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Date

06/19/79

00/30/79

To

Dr. Nary F. terry
Assistant Secretary for tducatim

Cr. Ernest L. Boyer
Commissioner of Education

Honorable Patricia 2. Harris
Secretary, D.H.E.W.

BECOPOUNUAlItlIS VIA CDRIESPONDt

Subject

,71...r
1979, recommending that Title 111 of
the Higher Education Act be made ex-
plicit17 for the benefit of Black
colleges and universities.

Charter

Area

BEST COPY _

1M

Response
Itespoose

Letter congratulating Ns. Harris on
her appointment as Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare and asking that the Advisory
Committee be extended beyond December
22, 1979.

11/05//9 Dr. Mary f. Berry Position paper expressing Committee's
Assistant Secretary for Education viewpoint on unresolved Issues

relating to the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act pending In the
Congress.

The Committee supported maintaining
the minimum wage In College Work-Study.
In terms of the loan program, recom-

151

6,7,9, 3
10

12.

Department emphasizing a federal commithent to
providing higher education opportunities to
low IG. AO or minority students would effec-
tively address Committee conerns. He also
spoke on the role of the President's
Directive in the development of Black colleges
and the Implementation efforts being made by
HEW, and encouraged Committee comments on
Title III and other parts of the Higher
Education Act.

In the Administration's proposals for HiA
Reauthorizatioa Legislation, the purpose
of the Title III program Is to strengthen
institutions with large numbers of low-
income students, who lack resources, and who
are taking steps to improve survival chances.

On 12/11/79 Secretary Harris signed the Notice of
Renewal of the National Advisory Committee on
Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and
Universities until June 30,h1980.
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Rate

11/06/79 Or, MSrp f. &wry cent, sesdnd Awls, Sagami nabs t

as possible, comsolidatiog loam made
by studied', repaymestl
period, maintaltu 'grace perfebea
and offertog g ted pagelestk

°Wee. Also 0 berdshipmeivertAs
times ei bigeweemplayment, team cors-
cellatlee MI death or dlsableessii,
and study Gets possibility of partial
loan caecellation for cantata potato

service mePloyment. Urged lass esser.

mace by federal ilsowskasst mat States.
aid greater protective for low Woes
students is the needs analysis formula.

Reomeneaded busiest..g appropriations
for ma program, raising the ceiling
of SEW and SEM, and raising the one-
half provision.. Also favored Weld-
ing part -tine studests is the program.
Recommended keeping TRIO pregmeni
clitoris at Revel that waits the
largest amber of einority and ISM 1

income group participatioe. In tires

of Title ill, favored limiting
eligibility to institetioes with RIO
tae - incase mixority enrollment end
special consideratios to NOC"s.' Was
against 4 feed set aside for community
colleges, segeestiag assistance far
then under Title A program. Also

recommended bit eligibility far as
long as seed persists, optima for
reducing Title it1 dependeacy,

0
and as

authorization level set at $25
millioa. The Committee supported the

ch
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IIIEDMMINDAIIONS INA COMSIDOMMUNCE

Date In

,A1

11/0S/fg

Subject

11/05/79 Dr. Nary F. Berry
Assistant Secretary for Education

02/25/80 rr. Louis Martin special
Assistant to the President

Honorable Shirley Hufstedler
Secretary of Education

03/03/00 Honorable Shirley Hufstedler
Secretary of Education

,)15r

special minority focus of Title IX -
GPOP and recommended a $16 million
appropriations level for the program.

Recommended that there be an Office
of Policy Analysis and Development
related to the education of Black
Americans within the nee Education
Department.

Charter
Area

Issues pertaining to the President's 1,3,4,6,

Directive on Black colleges. Analysis 7,12,6
of the F10E report uncovered e'emjor
error which, when corrected, strength-
ened the case for implementineithe
President's Directive on Black.
colleges. Other preliminary analysis
suggested that student financial aid
receipts and Title lit funding were
decreasing for Black cc les.1 The
Committee recommended ;ley of

Title 111 and Student Ftuancial Aid,
since these data governed HEW's
behavior toward the colleges in terms
of support.

Request for the extension of the
Charter from June 30, 1980 to
December 31, 1982.

EST COPY

ResponSe

in a letter (dated 11/26/79) Dr. Miry Berry
stated that she had shared her concerns abut
Black colleges with the Secretary - designate
and that the Committee's proposal was one that
should receive 'serious consideration". She
also indicated that she would forward the
Committee's letter to the Secretary.

On 8/8/80 President Carter replaced his
Directive with an Executive Order on Histori-
cally Black Colleges and Universities.
(Indirect response)

- 12 1 Response from Mars;ret NcRenna, Deputy
Under Secretary (dated June 3, 1980)
indicated that some of the steps needed to
ensure the cAntinued functioning of the
Comittee ha.. b3gun.
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113/03/110 Secretory GI fiecillss cesi

04/09/81 Wearable SUirlOS 111010411r
Secretory of 'detail*

04/i1/00 Mr. Wiliam Sescheider.
Girectm of Planelmg Staff

151

=,em... 11,101110

Veceonsidetioas far seserieg
of Slack higher education tali'
maw Department of tivcatiales s

taco. The Committee
that Slacks make ep a sigeif
of tam Waved daisies-oak*
tare to sneers sensitive Lain

subcommas*
Slack adacatias concaves* 2l the a

moments Slack odittee

is of
ecatIse mov be

established; 3) that coesideratios
es

be
given to establisbieg as office at the
undersecretary level aceeentabl. for
Slack edecatits issues; end 4) that
tie Deportmeet Incorporate le $ts
pleasing the higher oblation WO
aced research grants, mods Oil act
Americans.

is a letter doted 18?/15150), Secretory

Omfeteeer lowit00 er. Slake to serve se
the CaesIttege aid as Om Writers°e for
a term stalls, ateo f0, 11$?.

Ss/ 1. Under Carter's AdnIe4i2!ion 11.51 of NtS's
GS- 1/-15 (where ;elk? dal*, 1" are moot
llielY eseel Sere VW. 5$$$ vases i. ao
sap of iietersielas whether they INVIN act-

oddly rospoesible for eskieg policy decisions.

Moro IS use fiCg Subcommittee as Slack
educatoo cascaras.

No Nodor NocrOarlf far Slack education Issues.

. ilo response to list recommeedWon.

Developing 'scholia' in the Depart-
vest's pleads, bed budget *

that meld mars sqsal *ducat 1

',partialities for all citizens
the major purposes for the
istablisheset. The Committee
a standardized policy-sokime orn;zo
that would relate volt policies 0
Department policies sod a moni leg

mechanism to oversee its proper

6 T It
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RECOMIONnAlitlit's VIA CONSISKOIDINCE

Sehjec

-...-

04/1i/80 Mr. William Cieschaider implementatiom; closer coordination
among the elementary sexamdary and
postsecondary education tiers;
national standards for eclucatioisal
achieveemnt to monitor the nquitebil-
Sty of State efforts in this Area; a
stronger agency to handle interagency
education policy development; awed
mechanism for incorporating real needs
in education in Education Department
policy.

04/16/80 rr. Alfred L. MOW Deputy
Conisstoner for Nigher and
Continuing Education

4
ca

159

a

a4
Charter ho

Area Response

BEST COPY

Response

The Title 111 funding process for FY
1980-81. Based on a report and subse-
quent discussion of the Title III
funding process at the March meeting.
the Committee recommended the follow-

ing: requiring an experience/back-
ground study of reviewers to assure an
adequate match between readers and
proposals; establishing an appealsao-
cess that would afford applicants
opportunity to challenge the readers'
decisions; returning the power to make
corrective judgements of readers'
actions to OE maaagement personnel and
the Office of the Commissioner as well
as granting OE Title III staff the
right to review rejected proposels
before final decisions are made; and
evaluating technical assistance con-
sortia separately from individual
institutions and establishing criteria
to reflect thp nature of bilateral and
consortia arrangements.

3,6.7,8
12

The Committee received a detailed response from
the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Institutional
Support (dated 8/26/80) explaining that office's
reasons for not employing the Committee's sugges-
lions. He felt the review process suggested by the
Committee would cost too much time and money, and
then would not guarantee desired results (based oa
experience with a similar review process). the

suggested appeals process was seen as potritially
delaying awards, since It would provide every
unfunded application the opportunity for reexam-
ination. In terms of the third suggestion. be
informed the Committee that the (former) Office
of the Commissioner makes corrective judgements on
readers' actions. but that the final decision was
the responsibility of the appropriate program
officials. Further, EDGAR outlines the legal
process for appeals. Referencing the final
rem:me:dation, be stated that the review criteria
were apnropriate for both bilateral and consortium
arrangements but that should experience prove
otherwise separate criteria would te,ceRsidered.

ti (_)
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06/01/30 Moira le Shirley Ilifstodler
Secretory of 1141ucaties
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1111011011ps.p11.1

the
Analysis

to prop
aid recommimmiatisobesi

Semite osed chola ie
IS of the finest's, 044 tio
Committee ted to the rery
side of the islatims es the
graph that is stated sacti Cs

sr Slack higher educating Milt:*
aod Duero enreapoosive to the

colleges amd oeiversities. Is fettle,
S. inclwites public service, fdpi*V.
am4 fuel conservatioa students Es
additional categories far grantomards
mithest a comcomdtant increase Si f
lag level and consider'', menhershlp

in as widerrepresootad mdmorigias but
pm of maoy criteria venue, its ob-
euring mug hoses vedenateleg the
original pompom' of 0011 -- to
crease participation of mdmarities sad

mama In tsecondary odicatkne. It

rejected
posthe

portability especi sr
awards made under Part C aid the bas-

ing of selection en 'demonstrated
achievommet as potaetially revering
the prestigious institutions end rale-
forcing rellaece on standardised tests
mod criticized Part 0 for lhitiag
Modal support to may see yesr far
stubets who had already demotatrated
so inability to smoport gradvatO
school costs. The Wrings* relgoemsed-
*4 a skim= funding level of PS
W ilke, rotatable Ol'Orat edgiest
mission at sere* moderreloreseath0
miaorities, sad a revise for

losurioe that Slack graduate sc Is

TCOPY

.11,74 1m her letter ittod Sal/62) Secrstdr,

10 'brigadier abed theft la the comfereace

version et 10 Skid Is as attempt to
reconcile Smelt and Souse differences, Part 9
National West Crests, was crapped and Part C.
Wised Gradoste Felton program is arts.
Social Wane, end tiles, was maimed.was

Secretary the Committee that
Warts would be ado to assure equitable
dtstributioe, should the program be funded,
through Ward ppeintmeets and/or through

raguletives.

a
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Dale Ta

RECUMMUOAliiies VIA CORMISPONDIMEI

Subject

06/03/80 Secretary Oufstedler coat.

09/19/80 Honorable Shirley Rufstedier
Secretary of Education

12/02/80 AS. Lorelei tinder, Education
Transition Team

L,o

..--
Ir...1111

Chmrtor ltor

Area Response

c"." n 7-3-A7
2-

0

get their share of GPOP institutional
grants as well as student felloWship
awards.

The Department's proposed budgets for 6,7

FY 1982-86 as they relate to
Minority Institutions Science Impmve-
meet Program (01ISIP). The Committee
expressed its concern over the exclu-
sion of iilSIP from the proposed bud-

gets. it recommended reinstating
MIS1P in the Department's budgets
beginning in FY 1982 end considering
the possibility of Increasing the
Program's funding level to offset the
growth of its eligibility pool and

inflation.

Recommendatioes to the Reagan Trans!. 1,3,4,6, I

ti on Team on issues relevant to the

Committee's mandate. the request

of members of the Transition Terve, the
Committee submitted a set of issue
papers that outlined those needs re-
quiring the Team's immediate attention.
The Coemdttee urged: preserving
student financial assistance programs
for those students with the greatest
need; coordination of efforts to
accelerate Slack participation in
sciatic* and technology; providing
Federal incentives for improving
articulation between two-and four-year
colleges; adopting evaluation and

Response

In a letter (dtted 11/28184) Secretary Hufstedler
assured :he Committee of Departmental support for

he went en to explain that the program
was placed in the Office of Educational Research
and Improvement under the direction of the fond
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.
and was recommended for continuation in the
Higher Education Amendments of 1980.' She also
indicated that the" Department mould he working for
MISIP's continuation for FT 1982 and beyond.
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Honorable Terre! N. Bell
Secretary of id:motion

03/21/8.1 Honorable Ferrel 0. Bell
Secretary of Education

I

Committee's position em:

the benefits to Black college,
resulting from their participation
in the Title Ill program; q

o the impact om Black higher educa-
tion achiewmeent if Black colleges
were not in existence;

o the effect of OCR's interpretation
of the enforcement of the Adams
desegregation mandate an t167---
historically Black colleges; and

o the impact on Black students end
Black colleges of proposed changes
in federally funded student
financial xssistance, forwarded to
assist the Secretary with his

,

testimony before Congress.

Recommended that:

o there be no dimunition of higher
education data collected by race;

o F10E resume collection of data.on
Federal funds flowing to all
colleges and universities and to the
NBC's;

o the data which are currently collec-
ted be made available in a useful
format on a more timely basis; and

3,4,5,6, t X

1,11,12
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M...cga. decision. Also
discussioes between OC:17:1:4
Committee.
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Subject

Br. Thomas Wady, Assistant
Secretary for Postsecondary
Education

01/20/82 Honorable Terrell H. Bell

Secretary of Education

I6S

letter stating the problems the
Committee has faced regarding the
instability of staff and fund!
resources.

-12

The Committee suggested the possibil-
ity of forwarding a proposal to Ni E or
some other funding source in the area
of educational improvememt under which
the functions of the present Cammittee
could be subsumed. Such a proposal
would maintain consistency of support
for personnel and funding and would
also allow for providing advice to the
Secretary on a continuing basis.

Recommended offering encouragement in
support of The College Endowment Fund-
ing Plan (CUP)-which would lessen the
NBCTiiliance on the Federal govern-
ment, and move them toward self, suf-
ficiency, and build a solid financial
base to assure their existent,'
viability and growth.

Recommended that the Secretary Ind
way to support this efort either
through legislative initiatives, or
through appropriate programmatic
thrusts.

BEST COPY

Rapes*

3,8,11 Response (dated 3/13/82) Secretary Bell stated
that he was familiar with the general outline of
Ithe plan and with the Administration's focus on
resolving crucial economic and budgetary problems
Ino new legislative initiatives were being proposed.

With regard to programmatic change;, the current
Title ill statue does not authorize the Department
to award grants for use under the Cf1P.

Secretary Bell stated that the Challenge Grant
Program and Special Needs Program set aside funds
should help HOC's overcome some of their problems.

ite encouraged the HOC's to take advantage of these

opportunities.
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rawly &Hoisted members of the federal
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report. !. to 2000
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cartels simulants to assure that only qualified
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03/17/82 Secretary of Education cant. The Committee cited need for the
establishment of an appropriate ma:h-
aulm for the review of the recommen-
dations mode in both Volumes 1 and U.

0,1/24/82 Honoreble Teriel W. Dell
Secretary of Education

04/21/32 Honorable Tercel N. Boll
Secretary of Education

172

Ocemest for assistance in securing an
exemption from the Depertmeat'p mora-
torium on printing in order to publish
two reports by the Committee: Target
Data 20D0 AD: Goals or imv

r'acFac
Fuller Educins,

ackgracthook

accommodations for a more formal
relationship between the higher
education policymakers and any succes-
sor advisory commission;

o That there be e stronger interac-
tion between the work of the
Commtssioa and the people who make
policy at the federal level on
issues of import to Blacks in
higher education.

o That the Department's policy-makers
be more responsive to the advisory
Commission by keeping a constant
flow of communication between then-
selves and the new Commission.

Response

11,12 Response (64ted 5/4/82) from Anne Graham.
Assistant Secretary for Legislation and Public
Affairs statIng the moratorium would be lifted
as soon as ED's control system is epproved and
Implemented.

notiftcations will be received shortly on
procedures to secure approvals for printing

iend producing publications.

- 12 1 X
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CCMMITTEE STAFF

STAFF DIRECTOR (PROGRAM DELEGATE)

Carol Joy Smith

SENIOR RESEARCHERS

Alfred L. Cooke
Linda 3. Lambert
Glenda Partee-Scott

JUNIOR RESEARCHERS

Linda E. Byrd-Johnson
Sanza Clark
Constance Cole
J. Christopher Lehner
Patricia S. Lucas
Jacqueline Meadows
Jo Ann Phillips
Charlotte Thompson.
Richard E. Weise

-SUPPORT _STAFF __ .

Sheila Y. Burris
Mae H. Carter
Mary L. Nails
Ozaree L. Lee
Edwina P. Robinson
Carlatta Rowland
Robin A. Turner

Staff who served less than a year

A. SENIOR RESEARCHER

Barbara Guthrie Morse
Cecelia A. Wisdom

B. SUPPORT STAFF

Delores Glenn
Carol Love
Patricia Pearson
Paaela Marshall
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APPENDIX E

THE SECRETARY Or EDUCATION
wkSHINGTON. 0. C. 20202

CHARTER
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION
WIC= coil= 7it"1241VERsITIEs

PtritPOSE

The Secretary is responsible for the administration of various higher

education and civil rights programs mandated by statutes as these affect

the general population. Administration of these programs involves a
setting of priorities and an understanding of interlocking social,

political, and economic complexities affecting black Americans. The

Secretary requires the advice and recommendations of persons

knowledgeable of the impact of the mandated programs on the higher

education of black Americans in order to fulfill his/her

responsibilities under statutes effectively.

AUTHORITY

20 USC 1233a.

Thfs Committee is governed by the provisions of Part 0 of the General

Education Provisions Act (P.L. 90-247 as amended;-20 U.S.C. 1233 et

AMA and the Federal Advisory Committee Act (.P.L. 92.463; 5 U. S.7
Wendix I) which set forth standards for the formation and use of

advisory committees.

FUNCTIONS

The Committee advises the Secretary of Education, and the Assistant

Secretary for Postsecondary Education. The Committee examines all
approaches to higher education of black Americans as well as the needs

of historically black colleges and universities and in particular

advises and make recommendations in these areas:

(1) in the identification of the several courses of action

to raise substantially the participation of blacks in all forms

of productive postsecondary education;

(2) in the development of alternatives sensitive to the

special needs, deprivations, and aspirations of black youths;

(3) in the analysis of and planning for the future role and

healthy development of the historically black colleges and
their relationship to expanding this numbers of blacks enrolled

in higher education nationally and regionally;

(4) in the development of a research base to support the de-

finition of equity, the expansion of existing research, and

the commissioning of original empirical research;
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(5) in the stimulation and encouragement of more scholarship
and research by blacks on questions of public policy relating
to the educational needs of blacks and the promotion of these
results at the Federal, regional, and State levels;

.2-181 in the evaluation and monitoring of the impact of Federal,
. region% or State efforts in the public and private sectors

lm improving. the status of blacks in higher education;

(7) lathe evaluation and monitoring of current and developing
Federal, regional, or State policies designed to equalize educational
opportunities for blacks and improve access for larger numbers
of blacks in higher education;

(8) in the development cf approaches to the financing of the
neediest students and the institutions with the heaviest concen-
trations of blacks;

(0) in the devel of means to increase access, retention,
and graduation of lacks from institutions of higher education;

(10) to the-development of alternative ways of increasing the
numbets of blacks entering and completing graduate and profes-
sional degree programs;

(U)' in recommending long-range plan for increasing the
qua ity of black higher education and the numbers of black Ameri-
cans able to participate more fully In American society because
they have successfully completed such edUcation;

(19 in the assessment of the resultant ilementation of policy
dec sions and recommendations»

STRUCTURE

"The Committee consists of fifteen (15) members appointed by the
'Secretary for terms not to exceed three (3) years, subject to the
renewal of the Committee. The Secretary designates one of the fifteen

(15) members as the Chairperson. Members are persons who are

knowledgeable about the higher education of blacks, the historically
black colleges and universities, and/or the economic, educational,
societal, and political realities in which public policy is made. At

least five of the fifteen members of the Committee shall be presidents
of black colleges and at least one member shall be fray the business

sector.

Management and staff services are provided by the Program Delegate to
the Committee who Is appointed by the Assistant Secretary for
Postsecondary Education.
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MEETINGS

The Committee meets not less than four times each year with the advanceapprova$ of the Secretary or designee. The Secretary or designee
approves the agenda for each meeting. Meetings are open to the public
except as may be determined otherwise by the Secretary. Public noticeis made of all Committee meetings, and a Feder:1 64ficial is present atall meetings. Meetings are conducted, and recoAs of proceedings kept,as required by applicable laws and Department regulations.

COMPENSATION

Members of the Committee who are not full-time employees of the FederalGovernment are entitled to receive compensation at a r-te of $100 perday, plus per diem and travel expenses in accordance with Federal TravelRegulations.

ANNUAL COST ESTIMATES

Estimated total annual cost for operating the Committee, including
compensation and travel expenses for members and consultant services
and research, but excluding staff support is $130,000. Estimated
person years of staff support is ten at an estimated cost of $210,000.

REPORTS

The Committee submits to the Congress on or before June 30 of each year
an annual report which contains as a minimum a list of the names and
business addresses of the Committee members, a list of the dates and
places of the meetings, the functions of the Committee, and a summary of
Committee activities and recommendations made during the year. Such
report Is transmitted with the Secretary's annual report to Congress.

A copy of the annual report is provided to the Committee Management
Officer.

Nothing herein be interpreted as precluding intermittent special
reports and recommendations to the Department of Education throughout
the year.
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DURATICN

Unless remind by appropriatt action prior to its expiration, the
- national Arkisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Mack

Colleges and Universities terminates June 30, 1952.

APPROVED:

-
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